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PREFACE

ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

Thee modules were developed by TERC-SW for use in two-yea postsecondary technical

institutions to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry for up-

dating employees in company-sponsored training programs. The principles, techniques

and skills taught in the modules,.based on tasks that energy technicians perform, were

obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of employers of energy technicians. Each

module written by a technical expert and apprOved by representatives from industry.
A

A module contains the following-elements:

Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for
studOPN,the material._

Rrerequisites, which identify the material a stUdent.should be familiar
with before studying the module.

'Objectives, which clearly identify hat the student is expected to know for sat-
isfactory module completion. The objectives, stated in terms of action-oriented

behaviors, include such action words as operate. measure, calculate, identify
and dcilne,:rather than words with many interpret,atienst such as know, under-
stand, learn and appreciate.

Subject Matter, which presents the background,theory and techniques supportive
kto the objectives of the module. Subject matter is written with the technical

student in mind.
,

Exercises; which provide practical problems to 'which the student Gran apply ,his

new knowledge.

Laooratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the
laooratory procedure.

1.aooratory Procedures, 'which 15 the axperiment,section, cr, "hands-on" portion, of
the modufe (indluding step-by-step instruction) designed to reinforce student
learning.

:re Inc:L.del in most modul,es for tho Cir'st volt- or ba,.:,
CCU rye_ neln.:ne -ztudent no4% to and :r4int:.:

"-Zooronces. s..do;e:,t1;,ns for ,unolomen:L-v

stJuto-.

me,J,uro, tale ,; me

.. . to in,. ' or is zsloa it :1

.0 ---,at Ire Inc . : 1r t . c. t
:o o
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INTRODUCTION

Computers are logic devices composed of a vast array'of
elementary logic gates. These gates often are used singly
or in simple combinations in computer support circuits such

.

.

as memory, input/output and clocks. This module investgave s

the logical properties of these gates and some of the basic
digital circuits that can be made from them.

PREREQUISITES

The Student should have completed the course in Micro-
computer Operations and have the ability to us d.c. instru-
ments and to breadboard integrated circuits (IC).

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be
able to:

1. Predict'output from multiple gate circuit schematics by
using truth table's and standard logic symbols.

2. Uetine the following terms:

Microc9mputer.

b. Large scale integration (LSI).

c. Hardware,

d. Software..

e. Arithmetic unit'

f. Cipck and control unit.

..,y Memory. !

h., Data.

i. Instruction.

a

MU- 0i/Page 1
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Central processing unit (CPU).

k. 'Prim'ary memory..

1. Secondary memory.

m. Location.

n. Address.

d. Read only memory (ROM).

p. Random access memory (RAM).

q. Peripheral.

r. Digital signal.

s. LeKelesignal.

t. Pulse signal.

u. Gate.

v. AND gate.

w. OR gate.

NOT gate (or inverter).

y. ,NAND gate.

z. NOR gate.

aa. Exclusive OR gate.

,bb. Non-exclusive OR gate.

cc. Inversion bubble.

dd. Adder.
41;

ee. Register.

ff.- Buffer

act. Flip-flop.

hh. Set-reset flip?flop:

ii. Trigger flip -flop.

jj. Master-slave flip-flop.

J-K -(steerable) flip -flop.

11. Program counter.

mm. Leading 'edge. "'"--4,

nn.-- Trailing edge.

Page 2/MH-01
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oo. Identity, function.

pp. Serial parity.

- I.

I

,
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SUBJECT MATTER .

CHANtES.AD THE COMPUTER'S COMPONENTS

Since the first generation'of digital tomputer hardwiare
appeared in,the 1940's, the momentum of changing corriputr
technology 'has grown at en 'ever - increasing pace,.

The challenge for techniciansinvolved withcomputcr
__Hardware, including technicians ip energy conservation and 1

a use, is to keep abreast_of-these
rapidly-changing 4'pvelop-

ments.

?his introductory course in computer hardware summarizes-
the basic logic components found in all digital computers, as
well as basic digital electronics and simple troubleshooting
technique. Students should realize, however, that in this
environment of technological change, the hardware, encountered
in the field will be wide-ranging in appearance and function.

The term. "microcomputer" refers to a digital computing
device that utilizes an advanced solid-state micropcessor.
Microprocessiirs 'Were first'introduced in 1971 as a result of
Large Scale Intevatiow (LSI) technology, which enabled the
-construction of a 'single silicon- Integrat.ed Circuit (IC) con-
taining the miniaturized logic devices required by computers,
which will be detailed in this course.

Hardware refers tothe physical components and circuitry
that make-up a digital computer. Software refers to' programs,
or rules for organizing operations, by whichthe computer su-.r
perimposes'Symb011c meaning upon interrelating binary electri
cal conditions.

The following is an overview of the four basic groups:of.

components that make up a computer:,

GROUP 1. ARITHMETIC UNIT.- The unit that -gives a comput-
er its' name, the arithmetic unit utilizes high-speed

i
e-

10
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ifal-circuitry to compute basic arithmetiC. operations.

All computer information processing his accomplished

-thi-ough symbolic numeric cOin-gthat undergoes_ simple

mathematic transformatiOns. "

GROUP 2. -cLocK AND CONTROL stored programs

to-guide complex fUnctions sequen44ly throu0 orga-
,

nized, logical routines, the clock;And'control unit pro=

vides the-necessaxy timing and control-'signals to coor-

dinate the many internal operationt of a computer.
. I

In' combination, the arithmetic unit and the -clock and
. .

control unit are sometimes referred to as'the central

processing unit (CPU).

GROUP 3. 'MEMORY. CompAer.membry can serve as mhold-

'ing tankr,partial,answers whil-e2ath-exparts 'of a prob-
,

lem are being solved. Information of this nature being
.

stored for the arithmetic. unit ts-commonlyteferred to

as data. ,Metorr also storei'info'rmatiOn for the control

unit; this infumation is called instructions. Programs
-4

of , routines and subroutines offer step -by -step guidance,

-enabling 'the cdmputer to perform a task,

The term "primary" memory refe.rs to internalstOrage

made up of magnetic cores or semiconductS; -"secondary" /'
<

memory consists of external aevics-,-TsUch- as magnetic

tape or disk recorder/reader:-." Modern semiconductor

memories have increased<tOmputet reliability and speed,

making larger memery capacities economically feasible.- '

New advances in magnetic-Yubbqe mem4y promise to con-

tinile that trend.'

,.--..-Menory is divided into.units, or lo5ations, that store

. data or instructions.: The amount of information
.

Page6/".1H-01
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tally stored in these locations varies. from computer to
computes.' The term- "word" usually defines the number

of bits contained in each locationy and is usually coin
posed of 4, 8, 12, or 16 bits. A bit is a binary digit

and is the smallest unitof data in a microcomputer. A

wprd is the basic unit indicating the number of bits

tha,Nare processed simultaneously. Each memory location
has an address', and most computer memories can be ac-

cessed by means of these addresses in a random rather
than sequential fashion, This is called RAM, k

for Ranapm Access Memory.- Read Only Memory, or 1:26M,

can also be randomly accessed but normally cannot be
altered by the computer.

Uniqiie addresses are also assigned.to input/output de-

vices enabling the CPU to access a specific I/O device.

GROUP 4. INPUPF/OUTPUT (I/O). Computers must be inter-

faced in order to communicate with humans or with other
devices. I/O deviGes'are commonly caiIdd peripherals.

Computer peripherals usually communicate in Nkhe same.dig-

ital format ap the computer. Howeve'r, many situations

exist in an analog 7- rather than digital state, and

must be 'translated into and Out of a binary condition.

This 'is usually accomplished through the use of Analog
. to Digital Converters (ADCs) during input and Digital to

-Analog Converters (DACs) during output.

Early inz ut methods were IBM cards, paper tape, and mag-
netic tape. Today, the most popular human interface is

the \DT. or Video Display Terminal, which uses a key-

board input and video screen output. Ultimately, comput-

ers will actually speak to and hear humans. Until then./

°12' ,IH-01/Page



high-speed printers, disk and tape devices will remain

the most numerous and widely-used output peripherals..

Modern computer terminals communicate information so

rapidly that the rocess seems instantaneous to human

peiception.

All digital compute s communicate and process messages

by converting infor -tion to a system of binaryoutetic

coding.

The previ s course in Microcomputer Operations intro-

duced the student to binary number systems and how their sim-

ple digital nature could be used to add and subtract numbers.

This course, Microcomputer Hardware, will examine more closely

electrical devices that enable a digitAr Computer to add and

subtract, as well.ae other more complex operations a digital,

,computer perform's. But; first, a glimpse of the nature of

electrical signal,used by these devices is necessary.

DIGITAL SIGNALS-

In a digital context, th,e term "signal".refers to sym-,

bolic meaning transmitted by means o periodic changes be-
e

tween twot-different electrical voltages against a pre-deter,

mined timeframe.

The notion of time-in this definition points to another

important element in the communications of a signal other thin

the voltage differential: the duration, or time span, of a

signal._

Two terms that describe a signal's behivior in time are

"level," and "pulge." A signal that remains constant at +5

1

. IPage S/MH-01'
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volts' through two consecutiv' tim periodsjn order to commu-
nicate two consecutive digital states of 1 is called a level
signal This type of signal is n

sign1 tht changeSless frequent
rurally used as'a control

y. .A-pulse signal communi
cates the same two consecutive 1 States as two rapid changes
from 0 volts to 5 volts and back to 0. Pulse signals are
normally'used to,indete rapidlyrchanging data. ,

. Very precise timing is-required in digital computing-.

Durations in time normally will be measureclat the precise
moments when voltage's change.. The chahg4 from 0 volts to +5
volts, (the change from the low state to the high state, also
referred to as going high) is commo9ly called the leading edge

the signal, The `return to 0 froui +5 volts (the change from
the high state to the low stat,, alsb referred to as.going

11-#P4,0--low) ommonly called the trailing edge of a signal. These
. pointts in time often trigger chain reactions between logic,

networks.

:41), Within a computer,.various channels are designated to _

communicate specifid types of information. One such control

channel,.. Or-control bus, sends a regular cycle of signals

throughdut the computer for timing pulipues; proiriding a time-
frame of relativity against\which.the duration of a signal
may be measured.

t, In Figure 1, three channels containing digital signals

are represented as they might be seen on the face of an oscil-
,

loscope through a fraction of.a sedond. Notice that for each
Wiannel, two voltages are possible. (Although 0 r<4nid 5. volts

are used in practicea-technician will encounter many yolt-.

:ages that may be used to communicate the bihary states of 0

or 1, on or offs, high or low, true or false).

14
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LEVEL SIGNALS
FOR 1, 0. 1, 1.0

AT 11,-5

PULSE SIGNALS
FOR 1. 0. 1. 1. 0

AT 11-5

0

*5

0

LEAMN
EDGE

G

milopilwawa-

TRAILING EDGE

CLOCK.
OR REFERENCE.

PULSES 0 . -
t1 22 t3 t4 t5 TIME

Figure 1. Two Channels Communicating Digital
Information By Level or Pulse Signals,
Against a Reference or Clock Signal.

.1zb

It i.s helpful to imagine each clock period defining a

window during which inforpatiOri is communicated, either by a

pulse orby Maintalimga level voltage during the clock pe-

riod.

'Clock control signals can occur on single or multiple

buses. Multiple timing information may be generated from a

single clo,ok source and then communicated. over a single line

by a device called a phase splitter.

In Figure2, a clock signal is represented as-line T.

Notice that changes in voltage occur over a short (non-inime-
,

diate) period of time, resulting in a more diagonal waveform,

as opposed to-the square waveform. Figure 2, shows the clock

line as two phased clock lines, A and B.

Page 10/N1if-01
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TA
CLOCK TB
LINE T

A

- +6

- +5

I
+5

0
TIME

Figure 2. Two Phase' Clock Lines Generated 8
By a Single Clock Signal.

Byut'ilizing devices sensitive to specific voltage lev-
els, called.threshold voltages, the signals on lines A and B.
may be produbed. Signals on line A are high, or 1, when the
clock voltage level is above the level indiCated by line TA.
Signals on line A are low, or 0,'when the clock voltage level
is below the level, indicated by line TA.,

Line B, however, is high when the clock voltage level is
below the threshold level indicated by the line TB, and low
when the cfock voltage is above the level indicated -by the
line TB.

Notice that the two signals produced are mutually exclu-^

sive, in that signals are never high at the same time. In

----fact, there is a brief period of'time whefi'either line'is
\\. high. This delay ca,n be Useful in'sereening undesirable,vari-.

ations in the propagation charact'ertstics of clock signals,
Called clock skew.,

The term clock -cycle" refers to a defined repetition

rate of continuous, consistent clock signals and is a

16
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taut measure of the internal speed of a computer. Frequency

defines the number of cycles per second and is measured in

'Hertz.

Other types of buses used by the computer are the ad-

dress bus, normally a unidirectional channel upon which sig-
.

nals flow in one direction; and the data bus, normally a bi-

directional channel carrying information to and from the con

-trol unit.

Numbers may be transmitted within the computer, either

sequentially or in patallel. Foi example, 'to communicate a

byte (8 bits) of information sequentially, a clock cycle is

divided into 8 clock periods per &ycle.
0

Each bit is trans-

mitted in order, beginning with the Least Significant Bit

(LSB)sand ending with the Most Significant Bit (MSB). To com-

municate the same byte of information in parallel,,eight

arate circuits are requird. Although this is more expensive

in terms of circuits, the'same byte can be transmitted in one

clock pulse, or eight times faster than the sequential" method.

Nextinformation on the specific logic networks used to

..communicate information will be ,introduced.. The functions of

Aliese'networks have not changed significantly since the earli-

est computers, though the electronic components used to con-

struct these networks have hanged dramatically. This

will deal with these Logic networks andtheit function' within

a.digital computer system. ".-The next module will deal with

the electronic,. components within each network.

Lggic used in this module is commonly called positive

true,logi,c, because the most positive voltagesin the example,s

itecr,represent the logic value 1, or true. Logic 0.corre-

sponds ,to the 0, negativel,, or least positi,ve volta4e,.

,
Page
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There is also a system of negative true logic which as-
signs logic 1 to the least positive,, 0, or negative voltage.
This system has advantages with some devices (from an engi-

neering viewpoint, in order to optimize,e1ectrical perfor
mance), but 'such information lies outside the scope of this
module.

GATES

Digital signals are generated and used by logic cir-
cuits which are actually electrical switches, diodes, re-
sistors, or transistors arranged in a configuration that

allows them to represent logical conditions.

Specific elect onic components for each logic network

will npt'be' detail d because the're are many possible combina-
, -

tions -and components that will.achieve'outputs with the de-
sired logic values. Each gate will have its own2logic symbol

representing discrete components; whi.ch wil13. indiCate func-
.

tion only.

These devices are called gates, due to their co trolling

function. -Gates allow only certain<types of signa to pass

through ,the device while blocking o,thers.

Initially, we 10.11 look at five simple but important
logic functions: ANb, OR, NOT, NAND,'and NOR, Each' will be

discussed separately,'

18 .
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The AND Gate

ti

Figure 3 shows the symbolic

representation.of a 2-input AND
,

gate. When both inputs enter-

ing the AND gate are 1, the out-

Figure 3. 'Logic Symbol put is 1. (For the rATsinder

of this module, the teis 0 and

1 will be used to indicate bi-

nary'states, and should not be confused with actual voltages).

If either offthe inputs is 0, the output from the device will

.be 0.

In Figure 4, the AND gate is represented as a series of

two switches. If either switch is open, electricity will not

pass through the series of switches; therefore, the AND gate's

output will be 0. If both switches are closed,, electricity

will pass through the series and the AND gate output will be
o

for the AND Gate.

1.

(0) (0)

O

(1) (1)

Figure 4. Series of Switches Representing
an AND Gate. ,

k

A multiple -input AND gate functions in a similar fashion:

all! "i puts must represent 1 for the output of the system to

rePr sent 1. .Although the first sample logic gate is simple;

it ig helpful at this point to demonstrate the construction

of a truth table (Figure S)_t() summarize the Consequences of

Page 14/MH-61
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INPUT A INPUT B 'OUTPUT

' 0 0 0
.

L
.

0 . 0

.

1 1

Figure S. TrUth;Table Depicting
All Possible,Input/Output Combi-
nations of.a 27Input AND Gate.

all possibleeinput conditions. Although there are only four ,

possible conditions in a 2-input AND gate, these tables can
be helpful in more complex situations.

if any inpUta to an OR gate (Figur"6) arp.1; the out-

'. Cput is 1.

a

FigOre 6. Logic Symbol for
the OR Gate. 4

'This,can be represented by a series of switches in. par'-

allel, so that if any switch is closed (representing 1), elec-
tricity will flow,through the system and its output wil be'

'1. This is shown Figure 7.

( 0 )

-Figure 3-Input OR Gate Depicted As.
3Swi_tches Connected. in Parallel.

L

20?
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. A

,Figure 8 shows. the trut table for a 2-input OR gate.

INPUT °A' INPUT B OUTPUT

0 0 0

- , 1 0 , 1

.
0 . 1 1

1 l' 1

Figure 8. Truth Table
for 'a 2-Input OR Gate.

The logiC symbol and truth table for a digital-inverter

(or NOT gate) are shoCin in Figure 9.f
t

A

1 0

0 1

Figure 9. Lo,iTc Symbol and Truth Table .

ficir a Digital Inverter. .

...k) ,

The small circle, at the right Toirlforthe triangle, in

the logic symbol in Figure 9.j. s sometimes called an ihversion

bubble, and'is-the'prf of -the logic symbol indicating the

inversion function Without the inversion bubble, the trian-

glegle would iymbo ize the identify fun6tion, representing cir-
.3

cuitTy that amp ifies, isolates, and.restor, es.signal quality.

However, 'with the inversion bubble, output from an inverter

has the opposite;".or inverse, value of the input.

. The inversion butflple Mill 4 also appear *in the.
sym-

. ...

bols of the next two devices, the AND and NOR gates.

Page 16./MH201
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': The NAND Catp',_-,-

If any input to a NAND. gate is0, the output is 1. If
all the' inputs.to &NA1\11) We'are 1; thdh the output is'O.
It is sometimes helfful to think of the logic4function of
this device by te words NOT AND,( ri other words, the inverse
or opposite logic state Of,the output of tfieAND gate:: Notfce
the similarity ih-the'logiC symbbl for the AND and NAND gAtes,)
with the addition of the invention bubble to the AND sylitol; /-
indicating' the inverting fuhction.

The logic symbc0: and truth tablq for a two-input NAND

gatearepicturedinJ F rgure 10. Notice that the result-4s
the inverse, or opposite, of the truth table for the AND gate;

INPUT A- INPUT B OUTiUT

'0 - 0-- 1:

1 0 . 1

0 1 .,- 1
.

,

1 1 - A
,

Figure 1.0. .Logic ,Symboi And Truth Table
for a 2-Inpui NAND Gate.

. 4
The NOR Gate

, 4
'IS

If the inputs to a NOR gate are Q, oUtlitt is 1. If

any of the inputs are 1, the output Ls O. The re1:4ionship
of.the OR and NOR gates is similar'to that'of`the AND and
NAND gates, in that the outpUts are exactly opposite as,,,noted

in the truth tables.. Thee logic symbol and truth table for a'

5-input NOR gate are pictured in Figure 111

22-, MH-01/Page
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INPUT A INPUT II INPUT C OUTPUT

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 -o

o 1 0 .0

o 0 1 0..

1
%

0 0

1 0
6.

1 d

o 1 1 0

1 1 .1
AV

0

.

k. Figure 11. Logic Symbol and Truth Table
for a 3Input NOR Gate.

From the above discussion, the following conclusions may

'hg drawn: t

1. The only'condition that will allow the output of an AND

-gate, 'regardless of the number of.inputs, to be 1, is

if- the value of all inputs.'is 1. In all other condi-

ions, its output is 0.

2. The only'condition that will allow the output of an OR

gate, regardlessof the number of inputs, to be 0, is

if thevalue of all inputs is 0. In all other condi-

tions, its output is 1.

3. .The only condition that will allow the output of a,NAND

gate, regardless of tAle'number of inputs, o be 0,
a

the value df allinputs is 1. In all other conditions,

its output is 1.

4. The only,conditiom that 1,/1,1 allow the output of a NOR

gate, regardles of" the number of inputs, to be 1, is
.

if the' value, Of all inputs is 0. rn all other condi-

tiops, its output is 0.

.
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These conclusions summarize data.presented to,this point,
and reflect logic conditions wherein only one precise condi-
tion changed the output from what it would be in any other
case.

A
Outputs from the next logic devices to be presented're-.

spond in a different manner', indicating one state when their
inputs are the4same, and indicating the other state when
their inputs are different.

EXCLUSIVE AND NON-EXCLUSIVE OR GATES

Some light sources in res-idences are controlled by two
wall switches that function, in the following, manner if both

11 switches are up, or if both switches are down, the light
is on; if either switch is up, and the other down, the light.

is off. This circuit functions like a NON-EXCLUSIVE OR gate,
and is also called the exclusive NOR gate.

This circuit, can be fashioned by utilizing an AND, 0,7
and NORgate connected asshown in Figure 12, beside thef
truth table for a NON-EXCLUSIVE OR gate.

INPUT I -NPUT' OUTPUT

0 .0 1

'1 0 0

0 1 0

1 1- 1

Figure 12. Diagra-m of Logic Network Com osing a
NON-EXCLUSIVE OR eate, with its Corresponding Truth Table.

24
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'An-EXCLUSIVE OR'gate fuhctions exactly the'opposite. If
4 .

both light switches in the- residence were -up, or if they were

both down, the Light would be off; if either switch were up,'

and the other were dolin, the light would be on. The EXCLUSIVE
%s.

. ,

OR can be made froM an AND gate and two NOR gates, as depict

in Figpre 13.beside its truth table.

INPUT INPUT -OUTPUT

0 +0. 0

1 0 1.

. 0 1 1

.

'.1 0

Fivre 13.- Logic N fwork and Truth Table
for an EXCLU OR Gate.'

To summarize,, a NON-EXCLUSIVE OR gate indicates a 1 at

.output when its inputs are the same, a 0 when they,are dif-

ferent. AnrEXCLUSIVE.ORL-gate indicates 0 at output when its
,

inputs are the.same,. a 1 when they aredifferent.

The logic symbols for these devices Siare sh6Wn in Figure

.14. Do not confuse the logic symbol for a NON-EXCLUSIVE OR

gate with the logic symbol for a NOR gate.

Figure 14. Logic Symbols for angs.ru .

andNON-EXCLUSIVE OR Gates. IF
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or*

liLogic networks utilizing' these basic gates may b- com-
bined in many different ways to prodUce results that atch a
desire truth table. Often there is more than one sol tion

Ito the. design a-spec-a:Tr-a logic network, 'but mostaften the i
N

, e

design using the fewest number of gateS is the most pl-cti.cal.
.1

J

ADDITION /SUBTRACTION

By combining the--f e simple logic circuits, the AND,
.0R, NOT, NAND, and NOR ates, the logic network now exists
for the next -- and trery important step in the capability7
of a.digital computer. This, step is the computer's ability
to add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers.,, -

The main, functional element of a digital. cOmputer is

called an adder,'and it comes in tw,o basic types: he par.
allel adder, which will be introducea'fir5t; and th serial
adder,,which will be discussed, after our introduction to Jeg-
.ister circuitry.

At this point, the student.shopld recall from the`first
course inMicrocompute Operations the discussion on the bi-
nary number system and the addition and subtraction of binary
numbers.

Subtraction, multiplication, and divisibn are alr modifi-.

4t7
cations of binary arithmetic. In two's,complement arithmetic,
subtractioni5 achievecrby complementing, or inverting (chang-
ing Os to is and is to Os), the number and adding binary 1.
Mu/tiplicatidn and division are accomplished b); shifting a

number left or right, similar to.the_way in whiOli the multi-
plication or division of a base lb number by lb is accom-
plished by moving the decimal point Athe left or right.'

< '26 MR-01/Page 11
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Parallel adders are mu faster than serial adders, pro-
.

viding an answer at almost t\hyame instant that input sig:,

nals arrive. But a, very shOrt length of time is required f9x

the carry signal to ripple down through the adder circuitry.

As a result, the parallel adder is sometimes called the rip-

ple'carry adder.

If any two numbers, expressed in their binary (hex)

foyms,'were to be added together, one would. first look at

adding the two least significaht bits (LSB) of each number.,

to which there would be fourpossible conditions, as indi-

catPd:in Figure 15.

0
+0

0 (carry 0)

1 0 1

+0 +1 +1

1 (carry 0) 1 (carry 0) 0 (carry 1)

F.-Figure 15. FoUr Possible Conditions of Adding Two LSBs.

If a truth table were to be constructed for just this

'much of our addition problem, it would contain two inputs

`.(one for each LSB) and two outputs (sum plus carry informa-

$The truth table in Figure 16 below reveals that a

carry condition exists only when both inputs are 1.

INPUT INPUT CARRY OUTPUT SUM ,OUJTPUT

0 0 0 0

1 , 0 .

.

0 - 1

0 1 0 . 1'

, .

1 0

Figure 16. Truth Table Indicating Four
Possible Conditions of Adding Two'LSB'i..

Page 22/NH-01
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The truth table for the carry portion of this addition
is identical to the truth table for a 2-input AND gate. The
truth table for the sum portion of this addition is identical

, to the truth table for a 2-input EXCLUSIVE OR gate. Not sur-
prisingly, it is exactly these two gates that can comprise.
'the half _adder.

Actually, there are several combinations of logic net-
works that 'will result in the above logic results. Figure
17 sh ws a Yogic diagram for a half adder utilizing AND'and

INPUT A

B

Figure 17. Logic Diagram of Half Adder,
Utilizing AND and NOR Gates.

When the next two bits to the left in the binary number
being added axe summed, the carry information from the addi-

s.tion of the LSBs must be taken into account. Thus, the next
addition will have 3 inputs, but once again, only 2 possible

.

outputs. A 3-input, 2-outputlogic network may be fdrillea

from.two half-adders and an OR date, and is termed a "full-
adder."

Rather than showing the full adder as a network logic
gates, the block diagram in Figure 18 summarizes the princi-

pies being utilized in adder networks. This same logic can
-'N

be extended to form adder circuitry with the ability to add
multiple-bit numbers together.
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NEXT SIGNIFICANT BIT NEXT SIGNIFICANT BIT LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT

A

If CARRY

FULL
ADDER

CARRY SUM

DECODERS

A

BC L

CARRY

FULL.
ADDER

SUM

H LF.
A DER

Figure 18. Block Diagram Showing How
Adder Networks are Constructed.

SUM

Decoders use combinational logic to select a memorYad-

dres's or an I/O device. The decoding logic network gmables

a multiple numberof addresses to be accessed by a few lines.

For example, two lines will access four. addresses, because

there are four possible binary combinations that can be com-

municated by two line By'using only 4 AND gates and 2.IN-

VERTERS, it is possibl`= to devise a network that will access

four locations through wo input lines. Three lines will ac-

cess eight locations, an so on.

MULTIPLEXERS

Basically, a multiplexer enables many outputs to be con-

nected to only one input, again through a network of the

Page 24/MH-01 29
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basic logic gates, by selecting which output will pass through
the network and into the input.

FLIP -FLOPS

Logic gates and adder circuitry are the.simplest devices
utilized by a digital computer to process signals by means
of logic networks. The devices described to this point have
been dependant on one or several inputs registering a binary
state by means of a voltage (or absence of a voltage) that

are meaningful only while these input voltage conditions are'
present. This is called combinational logic.

The-concept of time, as introduced in Ahe discussion of
digital signals, requires sequential logic, implying the con-

,

cept of storage of a signal throng time.

Another type of logic device, called a flip-flop, enables
the computer to store a signal for an extended time. These
devices are the basic building blocks for memory registers,
shift registers'', and' counters.

Althotighthe ability to hold a condition through time in

effect slows down the operation of a computer, this character-
,

istic is necessary for-the synchronization of signals. As
.signals are routed andlltered within the computer system,
they must aolnetimes'be'held DIM particular location within
the system until other signals necessary for certain opera-
tions arrive.'

The most important characteristic of a flip-flop is that
it tends to remain,stable in one of only two conditions at
any'given time. For this reason, a flip-flop is sometimes,
called a bistable multivibrator.

30
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The Set-ReSet Flip-Flop-

A simple set-reset flip-flop may be constructed by

cross-coupling one of the inputs Of two NAND gates to the

outputs of each other; as shown in Figure 19, along with the

truth table for this.device.

,Notice that the inputs are labeled "s" for set and "r"

for eset, while the outputs are labeled "a" and,"b." The

logic values 1 and 0 are normally present at the outputs "a'.

and "b," and their positions are normally reversed (f34p-

----"Elopped) by input pulses.

\I
t SET )

RtRESET

A S R 1 0

0 0 NO CHANGE

1 0 1. .0

0 1 0 1

1 1 NOT USED

Figure 19. Diagram and Truth Table for a
Crossed NOR Flip-Flop.

The following is a detailed description of the logic in-

volved in a flip-flop circuit, and the student is urged to

have a clear understanding of the concepts involved in this

device before proceeding to new material, as many of, the de-

vices studied in this course revolve around this basic cir-

cuit

Assume for themoment that the logic value 1 is-'present

at the inputs labeled "s" and "r" Figure 19. If either

output "a" or "b" is also at logic value 1, then the opposite

Page 26/MH-01
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-odtpyt must register logic 0. In actuality,."b" will always
be the inverse of "a," and "a "will always be the opposite
logic value of "b."

Far t

example, if output "a" was 1, and input "s" was 1,

thenthe other input to NAND gate 1 must be a 0; otherwise,

output "a" could not logic 1. (If needed, consult the truth
table requirements for a 2-input NAND gate.) AG shown in
Figure 18, the value on this input to NAND gate 1 is identi-

cal tb autput "b"; therefore, "b" must also have logic value
0. Furthermore, if "a" is 1, then both inputs to NAND gate
2 are 1 (remember "r" is assume 1 for the moment) and again

output "b"44'is 0, as was ?predicted.
;

On he other hand, if output "b" was 1, and input "r"
is 1, then the other input to NAND gate 2 must be 0. If it

is 0, then it follows that "a" is also 0.
*By cfnvention, the st e of the.frip-flop is indicated

by the,logic value at o tput "a.", If "at is 1, the flip-flop

is said to be "set" or at logic 1; if "a" is 0-, the flip-flop

saidsaid to be "reset" or at logic 0. Labeling the inputs "s"
and "r" for a set-reset flip-flop is fairly standard. Stu-

.

dents will encounter different variables used to.indicate'the
outputS% such as X or Q for "a,," but since the value at the

opposite output is the inverse, opposite, and complement of
the value at "a," the "NOT bar" rom Boolean algebra will be

, drawn over the variable used for output, "b," as in X or A.

Going back to the above des.criPtion,.assume that both

s"-and "r" are still at logic 1, while "a" is 1 and "b" is
0 (the "set" state). If a 0 'pulse occurs momentarily.at "r,"

.

then the inputs to NAND'gate 2 become 0 and 1, and the output

"b" goes from 0 to 1. When this occurs, output "a" goes to

,0,,(go.c,the reasons outlined above. Therefore, a 0 pulse mo-

32
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mentarily at "r" has reset the device. Notice that if the

momentary 0 pilse had occurred at "s" instead of "r," nothing,

would have happened. This would have been a signal to the

device to go the set state, but it already wa's in the set

state, and would. have remained so.

Therefore, the following conclusions can be drawn con-

cerning a flip-flop. The flip-flop has only 2 possible sta-

ble states: when one of the outputs is 0, the other is 1,

and vice-versa. One the device has been set, it will remain

in that condition until it receiVesa.silnal to go to the

reset state. Once reset, the device will remain so until it

~receives a signal to go to the set state. A flip-flop is

also called a latch.

The memory properties of a flip-flop circuit are appar-

ent from the above discussion, but the device is not without

its faults. If 0 were to occur on both "s" and "r" at the

same time, the state reflected by the flip -flop should remain

unchanged. If 1 occurs on both inputs "s" and "r" at theN

same time, the'result would be indeterminable. Since the

goal of the design of the flip-flop is,to be able to store

two and only two determinable states from one or more inputs,

the following discussion will show how the addition of extra

gates or multiple flip-flops will form logic network's thatti

have the desired characteristics.

This is an important point, because desired characteris-

tics change from computer design tob'cOmputer design and ap-

plicat.ion to application. Certain logic devices are more

suitable in 'certain situations. However, both the 'function

, Of logic devices and the hardware that composes them are

*adaptable to the, specifications of the designer.

Pages28/MH-01
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The Trigger Flip-Flop

/
IIn the set-reset device described above, a set impulse

(once the flip-flop has already been set) will risult inno
change. Likewise, a reset pulse, once the flip-flop has been
reset, will result in no chang

. The addition of a third in-.
put, labeled "tfLIDLIitgLal,..uk_lymb.cd_JEar a_trigger flip-fl4Optxl?,
in Figure 20, will.add a new ca ability. A trigger pulse (in
other words, a pulse on'the inp t labeled "t") will change a

flip-flop to the other state, re ardless of the state it'is
in at the time the pulse is rece ved. Thus..ftKe logicalscon-

sequence of a trigger pulse, is to invert the value stored in
the flip-flop.

Figure 20. Block symbol for a
TriiggerVlip Flop.

A trigger flip-flop can eki t without a set,ireset capa-

bility. This device is also call -d a toggle, and simply alter-

nates the logic values 1 and 0 the outputs "a" and "b."

The Master-Slave Flip-Flop

To avoid the use of capacitors, which are not easily

adaptable to modern miniaturized electronic cothponents, a

34
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trigger flip-flop is placed ahead of a crossed-NOR flip-flop

to store (through a short period of time) the input voltages

that are apglied to the crossed-NOR (or set-reset flip-flop)

circuit".

These additions help'to.preservd the criticalt.iMing'tol-,

erances, coordinated hp the master clock pulses, that enable

a computer to perform its tasks.wihra higher degree of preci-

sion.

CompUters are equipped with safety de vies tocheck se-
m

fial parity, a method of detecting the loss or'addition of a

:digital pulse in a series of bits that make up a', word.

Briefly, this can'be accomplished by constructing 'a sim-'

pie logic device.containing trigger flip -flops and AND gates.

If each one'.-bit pulse .on the dat'adine toggles a trigger flip-
&

' flop on.and off, and the total number of bits in'the.word is

an even number, the number of toggle pulses should be even.
,

Therefore, the flip-flop will-be in thO!Nrew state at the

end of a word. If the number of toggles pulses is odd, the

flip-flop will be in the 1,tstate thereby indicating serial

parity check.

The Steerable Flip-Flop (J-K) .

In some,fogic situations, a flip-flop circuit might be

logically dependent on itself,:requiring the computer to sense

the status of,the'flipnflop circuit prior to altering its con-

tents. In such situations, oscillations might occur that

cause the flip-flop to change states constantly.during a sin-

gle clock period. It would notjpe possible to predict which
J.

state the flip-flop would be in at the end of that period.

Pi7ge..30/MH-01
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The flip-flop circuitS scribed so,far. have the ability
to respond to set and reset 'ulses, and to invert upon re-

, s_

ceiving a'trfgger:pUlse. ,These devices,do not hav$ the abil-
ity -to indicate 1at the "a" 'out by changing the atate'of
the 'flip-flop, if- need be,' or by leaving it alone -if it al-

,

ready.indicates the desired output. This capability can re-
stilt by uttiiizing a 3-inPtit AND `gate to control the mast r
flip-flop. The iflputs to anAND gate utilized for this' e-

cial purpose are customarily labeled 'JJ" and "K" (th third'
, .

input is a clock pulse); These circuits are sometimes called
J-K flip-flops.

D-Type Flip-FlopsZ

1

A D-type flip-flop has the most simple relationship.be-

tween the stage it williassume and i.ts input.- When = ed
by the clock line, a D-type flipsflop will take on the valu
appearing:'upiin its input line.

.4

'Register

As mentioned zarlier, microprbcessors process digital
-words (varying in 1,,ength from machiiie to machine, bUt not
within a microprocessor) that are processed in parallel,
rather than in series.

There are many types of reglOter networks. Some have

only information storage capability. Others, like'shIft reg-
.

isters, not only store information blit pass information to
the right or left. .Figure 21psictures a simple shift register

0
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that shows the effect input has on-the various Output lines"

as it is shifted' through

00 oi a2 0 3---.
---r-LINPUT D A -g-- 0 A 0 Al-ID A -:-'

C B C El
oELB

ic, B 1, .
CLOCK ,

WO.

Counters

CLOCK 4
INPUT 47

00 _1
01 I

02

03 i 1

Figure. 21: A'imple Shift Register
al(tits Outputs Through 'Dime.

.

. 7; ,,
Anotller type of rdgistOr is' called the-Counting register

or simply counter. J-K flibTflo s' are easily,;adapted:tgl

divide-by-two'use, in which t output frequency is exactly

half that of the input frequency to the network:, Figure 22
.

illustrates a network of three J-K flip -flops that form a'sim-.

i)le three-stage counter. This diagram clearly illustrates

the increments function of a counter', as each time period

( counts up in bin'ary code. Counters may also be constrUcted

to decrement, or count down.

Notice that each rate of- change is half the rate Of the

previous time period (denoted T1 T3labove). The table sum-,
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T T2 T3

F

COUNTS T1 T2

0 0
0

0
0

0
I

2 0 1 0
J A.-. J A "%' J A 3

4
0
1 0

1

0
1 0 1

1
1

1

1

1

0
1

INPUT -c
4. RESET 3 0 0 .0K B K K B

T3

Figure 22. Divide-By-Two Counter Using
Three Connected -K

marizesthe outputs;on T1 T3 at each count period. Nptice
that the result is the binary equivalents of the:decimaknum-
bers 1-7.

Buffers

The term'"buffer" indicates a specific'type of memory
device that functions as a tempotary holding' tank.for infor-
mation. It isrequired becaUse of the substantial difference
in the rate at which an input device feeds. information that

ct
.is:to be,proces'S'ed^into the computer compared to the 'high

4d t:wh.ch. actual processing.oeCurs. '1NiffeTliS also
.

To rcsive'and. hqld data not completeenough for the
al pro<ny.unit to utilize

.
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EXERCISES

1. Above the clock pulse line depicted/below, draw a wave-'7

form that illustrates:

ao The binary number 100110 as a series of
signals.

b. The binary numbe.i. 010111 as a series of pulse
signal's.

AI

Ar

+5

0

'45

0

0 itv

2." Develop a truth table for the logic network shown below:

r

ti

39

a

..,..A * B,* C * D

0 0 0
1

.
1 0

. .

0
--..

1 0
6-. 1 r

0 - 0 1,

1 1 0 .._

-
0

. 4

1 1
A A

1 0. 1
A

1 1
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3. DevelopA logic network for the truth-tableshown below:

(Draw logic network here.)

*

.

-B * C *

0 0 0
NI
0

. A

1 0 0. 0

0 1 0 0

0 1

A

1

1 1 0

01 1. 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1 r

4. In the module, the functions of the AND and OR gates-

were 'explained by using a simple diagram of switches in

an electrical circuit, whose open and closed c.onditions

matche.d those of the logic condition required for those

gates. 'Using the, beginning provided below, develop a

diagram depicting the EXCIJUSIVE and EXCLUSI1, NOR .

gates as switches in a circuit.

::
LAMP

AC
o

o 3oo

AC

% EXCLUSIVE OR EXCLUSIVE NOR

r
_

:\
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5. 'Show the conditions of each input and output of a full

adder circuit- during the addition of the following bi-
nary numbers: 00101, 01011.

Y

1 1
FULL FULL FULL FULL HALFADDER ADDER ADDER ADDER ADDER

CARRY

SUM

CARR'f CARRY

N

, SUM

CARRY CARRY

SUM SUM

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Power: +5 volts at 1 amp and +12 volts at 0.1 amp
KIM-1 Microcomputer

ICs: 7400 Quad 2-input positive NAND gate.

7402, Quad 2-input positive NOR gate.

7404 Hex inverter.

7405 Hex inverter, open collector.

7474.. Dual D-type positive edge-triggered flip-flop

with preset and clear.

74161 Binary counter, synchfonous, preset input

(asynchronous clear).

'74125. Whd,gated buffer-three state.

7435 -3 .-bit magnitude comparitor, separate A-B output.

41
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

PROCEDURE 1

First, examine the operation of these ICs by applying

the specified voltages to the inputs of one of the gates and

teting.the output with a VOM. If needed, chart the outputs

of the various input combinations to prove that they agree '"

with t1 truth tables studied. The schematic and specifica-
,.

tions for each chip will be his d on the package. Should

any of the ICs not function Ily, use them as question-
\

able ICs to test on the KIM.

PROCEDURE 2

Refer to the manual on Microcomputer Operations, Module

1, for instructions to set up the KIM-1 microcomputer.

Next, utilize the IC test program provided on the cas-

s,ette tape to check the ICs above.

To read a tape into the KIM:

1. Place'00 into address OOFL.

2. Place the ID number in address 17F9. The IC test

program is ID #04.

3. Start executing at address 1873.

4.* Advance the tape to the beginning of program 04.

Temporarily disconnect'the lead from' the tape re-
. 'corder to the KIM so that the tape will be audible.

Listen for four distinct audio signals. These will

indicate the beginning of program 04. Re-connect the

lead from the output of 41e tape recorder to the

KIM. Turn the volume of the tape recorder to near

Page 38/MH-01
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maxima. Check tp make sure that have 12

volts connected to the KIM.

mit
S. Start'the tape reading. If four Os appear, the

tape has. been successfully read. If four'Fs ap-

pear, or if nothing happens after a few minutes,

the tape has not been.properly read.

This program can be used to compare a questionable IC
with one known to be functioning. To do this, the computer's

outputs are connected to the inputs of each IC, and IC's

outputs connected to the computer's inputs. When a good IC
is used, the microcomputer learns how the IC operates by
running through all possible logical input values and storing
the reu1ting outputs from the IC. Then, if the good IC is
replaced by a questionable on and the stored values are com-
pared to the output of the questionable IC, any discrep.ancy

indicates a faulty circuit.

4=e-t-ethe--1-eoutput pins from fie schematic on-the pack-
age and connect them in any order to lines in the computer
port B (PB). Locate the IC inputs and connect them to lines
in port A (PA). Start execution at address 0200. The display
'should by all zeros.

Press-PC to have the KIM learn what outputs a good IC
should generate. Now substitue a questionable IC, making
sure that the outputs and inputs from the second IC corre-'
spond to those of the first, and press DA. A disply of all
zeros indicates a good IC.

If the IC is bad, the left pair of digits give the out-
put on PB, the center pair give the .actual output' and the
right pair give the output recorded for the good IC. You must
also consider the possibility thdt the first IC whose opera-
tions was taken to be normal could possibly have been faulty.

o
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TEST

1. Define the following terms;

a. Leading edge.

b. Flip-flop.

c. Register.

d. Buffer.

e. Program counter.

-Primary-memory.

6

2. Identify the following abbreviations::

a. VDT

b. TTL

c. LSI

d. CPU.

3. Draw the logic symbols for the following:

a. The AND gate.

45
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b. The NOR gate.

c. The EXCLUSIVE-OR gate.

d. The NOT:gate (INVERT).

4. Explain the difference between the INCLUSIVE, the

EXCLUSIVE and the NON-EXCLUSIVE OR gates.

5. True or False:

a. The only condition that will allow the outpUt of an

AND gate, regardless of the number of inpwts, to be

0; .is if the value of any of the inputs is 1.

b. 'The table depicting the 4 possible conditions result

ing from the addition of two binary corresponds to

the truth table of the EXCLUSIVE OR gate.

Page 42/MH=01
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6. A simple set-reset flip -flop m be constructed by

cross-coupling the inputs.of 2: (circle correct answer)
* a. AND

b. OR
,

c. NOR

d. NAND gates.
\\

(

7. In negative true logic, which of the following voltages

in each pair represents the true condition: (cirCle
correct answer)

al. +5

a2. 0

bl. -2 cl. 0 ,

b2. -5 c2. -5

Why is parallel processing more desirable than serial
processing?

*

4 1*

IT

4.
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INTRODUCTION

Many different components.are combined with a computer

to achieve digital logic. Since the 1970s, 'these Components

have been almost exclusively solid-state semiconductor de-

vices, normally found in largely-integrated configurations.

This modUle reviews the characteristics of the most common

solid-state logic families, and provideN brief overview

olilsemiconductor electronics.

-PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module MH-01, "Digital

Components."

(- OBJE TIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. List the advantages a disadvantages associated with

the selection of a specific' semiconductor logic family

with regard to a defined application.

2. Recognize and identify the circuit symbols for solid-,

state deviCes:

3. Define. the following 'terms:

a. N-type silicon.

b. P-type silicon.

c. PN-junCtio

d. Diode transistor logic (DTL).

e. Transistor.

f. Bipolar:

MH-02/Page 1



"o

M off'

z.

g. Semiconductor.

h. 'Emitter.

i. Base.

j. Collector.

k. PNP transistor
%

1. NPN transisto

m. Saturation.

n. Cutoff.

o. Conductivity.

Breakdown voltage.

Le.akilecurrent.

r. Maximum power dissipation.

s. Sink load.

t. Source,load.

u. Unit load:,

v. Pull-up resistor.

w. Fan-Out.

y. Schottky TTL.

EMittercoupled logic-(ECI).

Integrated injection logic (IIL or I'L).

`-bb.- Merged,transistor,logic (MTL).

cc, Metal'oxide semic.,KIductor (MOS)..

dd. ' Field-effeCt trans? or (ftT).

ee. PMOS.

ff. NMOS.

gg, Coniple entary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS).

(hh.-* FET .so rce.
,a

ii. AFT dra

gal? *

Page 2/MH-02
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SUBJECT MATTER.

ATOMIC MAKEUP OF SILICON CRYSTALS

The solid-state revolution that occurred in.electronics
`during the late 1960s and especially the 1970s was

based on silicon crystals and their use in integrated cir-
cuits.

Because the world of semiconductor Dices is small,

this discussion begins at the atomic level, since basic

electricity is no more than the movement of electrons.

The nucleus of a silicon atom contains 14 protons,

whose positive charge is negated, or offset, by 14 negative-

ly- charged electrons orbiting the nucleus at speeds approach-

ing the speed of light.
4

Protons a.d electrons have opposite charges of equal
.

strength. When an atom contains an equal number of protons

ani electrons, chargeI cancel each other out, and the. atom-

is said to be electrically neutral.

In any atom, the electrons that orbit the nucleus tend

to group at specific distances from the nucleus. 'Mese

orbits are called shells, and each shell has a tendency

to contain a specific number of electrons. When the outer/
orbit of, an atom is filled with this specific number of

electrons, the atom assumes a very stable, balanced condi-
tion. At this point, it hecomes difficult to dislodge an

electron from the atom. However, if a single electron winds'

up in the outer shell of an atom'that'prefefs eight electrons

in its outer shell, this lone e ctron can be easily moved

from atom to atom. Since like ch rges repel, and opposite

charges attract, an electron flow can be set up between
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atoms having lone electrons. This flow is electricity.

If a moving electron encounters an atom with seven electrons

in an outer shell that requires eight, the electron is cap-

tured and becomes part of a stable atom.

Materialg composed of atoms with,lone electrons make

excellent electrical conductors. Stable atoms whose outer

shells are full make excellent insulator against the flow,

of electricity. 4

Of the 14 electrons,, the 10 electrons in the lower

orbits of a silicon atom are stale. The remaining four

electrons, located in the ou.te orbit, reside in a shell

that requires eight electrons to be stable.

If a group of silicon atoms is formed -in such a way

that each atom shares one of its four outer elect ons with

its neighbor (in return for one of its neighbor' outer

electrons), the resulting matrix is a stable co ditio .

By sharing electrons (Figure 1), the silicon om s

requirement for eight_ electrons i its. outer
40,

shell. Silicon atoms joined by bound, or s ared, electrons

have crystalized. This silicon crystal is not a good con:

r- doctor of electricity. A representation of silicon crystal

is shown in Figure 1 below. (The inner circle in each atom in

Figure 1 represents the nucleus and 10 lower orbit electrons.)

Page 4/MH-02
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If other materials are introduced into pure silicon

when it is still molten, a substance may be formed which

has the desired electrical property.

,Phosphorous atoms have 15 protons in each nucleus,

and five electrons in their outer shell. If phoXorous
atoms are introduced into molten silicon, they combine with

silicon-atoms to form silicon crystal, Jea'ing one'extra,

lone electron looking for a place to go. Since this new

material has extra negative charges, it is termed "N- type"

silicon. \The silicon crystal is now able to conductoelec-

tricity.

Boron atoms have only three electrons in each outer

shell, and when combined with silicon, produce crystals
\o`

with a spot for ode missing electron. These holes are

very important in .s id-state electronics, as they are gen-

erally thought to flo in the opposite direction of electrons.

Since this new boron / silicon material has a deficiency of..

'electrons, it is positival d, is tarme_d__!:_P-,type",

\ s i,licon.
,

DIODES

A diode is a d vice that allows elctricity to 'flow

in one direction whil blocking the flol)t of electricity

orin the opposite direction. A solid-stat se

diode may be constructed by placing a tiny chip of P-t e

silicon against i small chip of N-type The po nt

at kich,these two regions meet is called\the PN junctior;

In -Figur& a PN semiconductor diode is cUagrammed beside

its electrical symbol., Note that the arrow in.-the electrical

symbol for a diode'points in the direction opposite the

53
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electron flow. In all diodes, the negative lead is also

called the cathode, while the positive lead is also called'

16
the_anode.'

4

CATHODE
LEiD

\'

,gLECTRONS FLOW

(N)
NEGATIVE

FREE
ELECTRONS

(P)
POSITIVE

HOLES

O e
PN

JUNCTION

ANODE
LEAD'

3

4
ELECTRICAL

SYMBOL

Figure 2/. Diagram and. Electrical Symbol
fpr a PN Diode.

If, an electric current, enters the N region of the diode,,

the negatively-charged electrons which make up that current

begin to,repel electrons in the N region toward the-PN junc-
t

tion. Since it is assumed that this is a closed circuit,'

current also drains fr om the 13 region of electron 's, thereby

creating new holes. This forces existing holes toward the,,

PN junction, where they are filled by the abundant supply .)

of electrons now 'flowing toward the. PN junction within the

N region.- Dr other words, when cu rent.is flowing from

cat de to anode, the PN diode a'llow's current to flow.

(Note: The term "current" in this module will refer

to "electron" current and not "conventional" current, which
.

flows from positive to negative, unless notated as con:

ventional current:)

. Page 6/4H-02 .
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When current is applied in the opposite directions,

. negative elect -Ton-s are drawn away from the PN junction to-.

ward the cathode in the N region. On the other side, elec-
.

tr6ns are being sent into the P region, where they are plug-

ging holes. This action atfratfs holes away from the PN

junction toward the anode.

Thus, the area close to the.PN junctionsbecomes like

'pure slicpn crystal which, as 'as stated before, is not

a good conductor of electricity. In this manner, a PN diode

blocks the- flow of electricity in one direction, while allow-

ing electricity'to flow in.cthe opposite direction.

Figure 3 beldw illustrates how PN diodes may be used

to construct the AND and OR gates described in Module MH-01.

PN diodes are required to isolate situations where one input

is high and the other is low. Without PNdiodes, electricity

would flow in'one input and out the other ,in the QR gate,

for example.

a. OR Gate b. AND Gate

Figure 3. Logic Gate_Formed by Diddes.

Constructing logic gates wifth,diodes is rather crude'.

Diodes consume-power withodt restoring any signal. This

effect multiplies when many gates are interconnected, result-

ing in deteriorating signal quality. The -output from a

55
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diode logic gate could be restored by attaching it to a

transistor, which can also serve as an inverterto turn .

the diode AND gate into.a NAND gate. with better output

quality.

When diodes and transistors are used together to form

logic network the`process is commonly called diode tran-

sistor logic (DTL). However, transistors can perform the,

same logic functions as diode-based circuits, and transis-tor-
,

-transistor-logic (TTL) is-themost widely -used -farm af semi-

conductor bipolar device., The term "bipolar" refers to

semiconductors whose primary current' flows through regions

made up of both positively and negatively-polarized materials.

The term "semiconductor" originates from the.fact that these'

devices sometimes conduct and sometimes block the flow

of electricity.

TRANSISTORS

'A transistor is an active electrical device which util7

izes a control current to affect the condition of'a control

area, called the base, that in turn governs the flow of

a la'rger-current-between_the_emitter and the collector.

N and P-type silicon,may be put together in, two con-

figurationS to accomplishthis transistor action.

An NPN transistor utilities two N regions (one,a col-

?lectOr and the other an emitter) separated by a narrower

P region, which serves as the base. Figure 4 depicts a

NPN transistor.

Page 8/MH-02
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s
ELECTRON CURRENT FLOW

N P N
EMITTER BASE COLLECTOR

FREE ELECTRONS FLOW ACROSS

BOUND
ELECTRONS

-PUMPED OUT

Figure 4. An NPN Semiconductor Transistor.

ti

If a current is passed from the emitter to the collector,

flowing through the base, electrons will begin to plug

.

oles

in the P-typ.e material (provided 6e control circuit is
a

open so that no "electrons are being drawn out of the.P region).
This gradually builds a negative charge.in the P region,'

which eventually strengthens to the point that plectrons

trying to pass through the P region are repelled. This

negative charging of the P region happens rapidly, causing
the transistor to shut.off any current flow from emitter

to col-letor in about SO nanoseconds.

If a current is now passed through the base from the

emitter in'the control circuit, electrons are forced out
of the P region in the base, slightly lowering the barrier

of negatively- charged electrons in the,base that prevent

current flow:, Normally, .from SO to 100 electrons in emitter/

collector current are al/owed to flow for every electron.

removed from the base'by the control circuit: In this fash-

ion, transistors,use small currents to control larger ones.

PNP'transistors follow the same principle of NPN tran-

sistors, but the base material of_a_PNP_transistor is compr-ised--

rt 5 7
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of N -type silicon, while the emitter and collector are com-

prised of P-type silicon. Electiicity flocs, in the opposite

direction in-a PNP transistor, from collector to emitter,

as indicated in the electrical symbols for PNP and NPN tran-

sistors in Figure 5 below.

The arrows in the transistor symbols indicate the emitter

lead, and point'in th'e opposite direction of electron flow.

The vertical lines respresent the base, and the lead oppor

site the emitter is, of course, the collector. /

BASE COLLECTOR

a. NPN

EMITTER

4

b. PNP

Figure 5. NPN and PNP Transistor Circuit Symbols.

The icondition'within a transistor that results from

the build-up charge,in the base area preventing emitter/col-

lector current flow is called cutoff. There is also a con-

dition in transistors that occurs when the control element

reaches a certain level. The transistor is in-effect wide

open, and emitter/collector current flow is limited only

by external circuit factors and not by the transistor. This

condition is called saturation and occurs in silicon tran-

sistors at around 0.6-0.7 volts.

The speed at which a'transistor fluctuates' between

saturation and cutoff constitutes itoperating spee444when
I

Page 10/MH-02
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used as a-switch. This rate is one of the important spec-

ifications used to select a particular type of transistor
for a circuit. Transistors switch at much grea ;er speeds

than devices composed of diodes, relays, or vacuum tubes.

Figure 6 illustrates the DTL NAND gate'referre,d to earlier,

and also depicts a TTL version of a NAND gate.

AND GATE

+ Vcc

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

INVERTING TRANSISTOR

-Ow

a., DTL NAND Gate

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

b., TTL Direct - Coupted NAND Gate

Figure 6. ,NAND Gates' Constructed by
Diode Transistor Logic (DTL) and Transistor-

Transistor Logic (TTL).

Some other specifications used to rate transistor per-'°
formance are as follows:

i. Conductivity a measurement of how'easily a current

moves through a transistor when it is ON.

59
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2. Breakdown voltage the highest 'voltage level that a

transistor can resist'in its OFF state.

3 Leakage current current that flows when it should .

not, usually a small amount along a circuit path that

should be blocked.

4. Maximum power 'dissipation power that is transformed

to heat and radiated away, and is therefore wasted

energy.

Itis'important for the student to understand that

logic networks involving transistors are not perfectly pre-

cise circuits in-terms of exact logic 1 and 0 levels. The

demands of mass producing tiny IC semiconductor devices

reSultjnslight variations in,the performance character-

'istics-of the circuitry, but these are held within the de-

fined specifications of the manufacturer.

There are many factors-that contribute to a certain

amount of imprecision in semiconductor logic circuitry,

such as noise:variations in rise or fall times, and propaga-
.

tion delay time/

The sharp, well-defined edges of the digital signals

(termed "leading edge" and "trailing edge") in Module ME-01

are described as having important timing functions within

the computer.

Figure 7 ilJ.ustrates this ideal signal against a more
A

accurate representation of a'signal encountered in an actual

computer environment.

Noise, or minor fluctuations in both voltage and cur-

rent levels, is the result of thousands of simultaneous' ,

electrical event's occurring close to a specific signal.

'Page 12/MH-02
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c

TIME

100%

0%

LEADING--Epee

a. Ideal Signal Pulse

TRAILING
EDGE

- .
OVERSHOOT

90%

MEASUREMENT
AREA FOR

CALCULATING
RISE TIME

1i 0% ,

. -
NOISE

FLUCTUATIONS.

NOISE IMMUNITY

VOLTS

1

b. Actual Signal Pulse

..

NOISE IMMUNITY

Figure Comparison of Real and Ideal Digital Signals.
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The voltage levels at the right
t

of the actual signal in

Figure .7b define a narrower,window than the signal voltages

used;in most transistor logic networks. This is one way

of providing some protection against noise spikes, or rapid

fluctuations in voltage due to noise, that occur when the

-signal is at logic,l or at logic 0.

Since it takes a certain amount of time for a transistor

J to reach saturation level or fall to cutoff level, this

actual signal might represent the output signal of a tran-

sistor, showing the rise and fall times. These times are

sometimes measured between 10% and 90% of the waveform dif-

ferential, because of the possibility of overshoot or other

imprecisions. This measurement is shown on the left of

the actual signal in Figure 7b.

Before the characteristics of each family of semicon-

ductor logic devices are detailed, s.everal other items.en=

countered in conjunction with transistor netEorks will be

defined briefly.

There are two.types of current loads associated with

the voltage lev,e1Se'in logic circuits. The term "sink" .load

may be defined as the positive current (usually, measured

in mA) that an input will draw when the output of the gate.

driving it is at a specified logic 1 level. Sink load cut-

rents typically lower the voltage level of'the'driving out-
.

put when it is logic 4, but its effect on the driving out-

put during logic0 is negligible. The term "sburce" load

current adds energy to the system it is driving, having

little effect on logic 1 inputs and tending to raise the

' voltage level.of a logic 0. TTL devices normally use source

loads.

The load current most representative of the majority

input circuits_ia_a_lagic system is called the unit load.

Page 14/MH-01
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The unit load is used to compute easily the number of logic

devices,that may be driven from the outputs of a specified
logic device within the computer system.

TTL LOGIC DEVICES

As mentioned before, transistor-transistor logic devices
are the most widely used bipolar semiconductor electronic
components. Many newer technologies that have been deveioped
remain TTL-compatible, as the specifications for TTL circuit-
ry are uniforin throughout the industry.

Logic values of 1 and 0 are represented in TTL devices
by voltates between +2.4 volts and +5 volts for logic 1,
and uoltages less than +0.4 volts for logic 0. These are
consistent for both standard' and low-pdwer TTL devices..

The current (norMally

TTL for logic 0 is normally

are normally 16 mA or 10

standard TTL devices hav an

one output of 16 mA will drive 10 in

a

) input level in standard

mA, while the'output levels

eat r: This means that

of 10, or in other words,

uts at 1.6 mA.

Low-power TTL devices have a' fan -out of more than 20,
. with normal_inpuifor logic 0 at 0.36 mAkand outputs at

8 mA. Because low-power TTL devices use approximately one-
fourth'the current of standard TTL, they are extremely use-

ful in situations that demand low current drain. Low-power
.

TTL devices,have one-tenth the Bax,imum power dissipation,

meaning that much less power is wasted as heat, but they

are also about one-third as fast as standaid TTL.

If outputs From several TTL logic ,Jsates are connected

to pull-up resistors (or resistors that ensure that a logic

level remains high unless, force4, to a, logic 0 state) and

63
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output's connected together, a new logic gate has, in effect,

been superimposed over the existing two gates without any

additional circuitry. This is called wired logic, and is

illustrated in Figure 8 as two "ANDed'' NAND gates.

GATE

+5V

1

OUTPUT A

OUTPUT
LINE

NANDINPUTS

I
L

1 GATE
4.-

+5V
a

8'
NAND

I OUTPUT

Nj@
INPUTS

J'

Figure 8. Circuit Diagram for a Wired Logic Gate
Performing the AND Function on Two NAND Gates.

Several advantages result from wired logic. The-addi-

tional logic fun6tion isj&ssentially free and, due to its

construction, does not lessen the speed of the device much.

S4ce.there is no limit on the-number of gates that

may be connected this way, a fan*-in technique may be used

to create bus lines that can communicate signals between

devices by either unidirectional or bidirectional means.

, In order to use wired logic with pull -up transistors-

Page 16/MH-02
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at the outputs of the devices to increase switching speed,

a third state different from either logic 1 or 0 would

.be re uired to prevent daMage to the intern2\p-ansistors
of ga s registering opposite outputs.

T L circuits with three-state 'Outputs register a high

impedance or high Z state during the absence of a logic

1 or a logic 0 -drive output.

A variation of the semiconductor diode previously de-

scribed-, called a Schottky diode, is formed by substituting
a met for the'P-type silicon in a PN diode.,

Electron orbits reflect the energy level of electrons;

higher energy states result in electrons being located in
more outer orbits.

There is' a stantial differential between the energy

levejs of the outer electrons in N-type silicon and the.
metal used in Schottky diodes. This differential can be

exploited in a Schottky device, producing an improved diode
capable of higher switching speeds at lower voltage levels.

When a Schottky diode is used with a standard transistor,

as illustrated inFigure 9, the Schottky diode acts to lower

the level at which a transistor reaches saturation from
around 0.6-0.7 volts to 0:'2-0.3 volts. This greatly

increases the speed at which the transistor can alter its

states between saturation and cutoff, the ON and OFF.

Figure 9. Schottky
Diode Across a Collector
Base Junction in an NPN

Transistor.

65
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Notice in Figure 9 the Astinctive electrical symbol

for the Schottky diode.

Schottky TTL also has a standard and low power form,

but because some of the circuitry utilize-s Sch tky diode;,

the circuitry resembles DTL rather than TTL de ices. But

circuits are TTL-compatible, and the impo It antfactor is

that operating 'speeds are increased three- t 'four timeS.

EMITTER-COUPLED LOGIC'(ECL)

Another bipolar ligic family s called emitter-coupled

logic, or ECL. ECL ti4nsistors avoid saturation, and there-
.

by increase switching speed, by carefully controlling the

colletor current.

EtL,technology is newer than TTL, and is not as widely

used. ECL circuits are not TTL-Compatible, but are the

fastest switching circuits yet developed. Of semiconductor

technologies, ECL has the best noise immunity but also has

the highest, power dissipation.

NTEGRATEDINJECTION LOGIC (IIL or I2L)

. , ,

* The newest, and most promising, Semiconductor technology

called integrated injection logic, or I2L. I2L devices
r

*:.

ke advantate of multiple transistors sharing the same "

P-type silicon for the-1'r collectors and bases.. Innovative

techniques such as these are sometimes called merged tran-

sistor logic (MTL) and these techniques hold 'forth t1 prom-

ise of the best of each of the prior-developed semiconductor

technologies. N '-
c.

e
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MOS TECHNOLOGIES

All semiconductor devices-and families discussed so

far have been bipolar in ature, utilizing tvo distinct

types of oppositely- charged silicon.

The remaining semiconductor logic families, though
not the newest, were the first devices to achieve large

scale integration (LSI) to create a -true computer-on-a-chip.

These families are built around a metal oxide __semiconductor,

or MOS.

MOS technology is made possible through the use of

field-effect transistors (FEIN).4tA field-effect transistdr
is similar to transistors already described, in that it util-

. .izes a control current to vary resistance between two terminals.

Two regions of P-type silicon, called the source and
the drain, are set into either side of an N-type silico
substrate, called the channel. A metal electrode, -called

a gate, lies above the entire length between the'source

and the drain. The gate is separated from the source and
drain by a thin insulator.

The MOSFET operates much like a PNP transistor, with
the source'fundtioning as an emitter, the gate a base, and
the drain a collector.

However, the controllimg actionl,of the transistor is

accomplished through voltage rathe,r than current by
utilizing the effect of the electrical field formed in, the
gdte.

When voltage is aplied, ele'ctrOnsin the N-type channel
are-forced away from the gate. The remaining holes provide

a bridge for current from the source to the drain.

A simple representation of this transistor is shown
in Figure 10.

, 7 MH-02/Page 19
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I

GATE

INSULATION

(SOURCE) JCHANNEL).2.
N-TYPE
SILICON

SUBSTRATE

-
(DRAIN)

Figure 10. An NMOS
Field. Effect
Transistor.

4

- ,

)

MOSFETs that use-'11-type silicon as the channel ire

termed "NMOS." A similar device using. P-type 'sildeon as

the channel with N-type silicon for the sourca and drain

is termed "PMOS." Devices utilizing both transistor types
t

in the same circuit are called complementary meeal,oxide

semiconductors, or.CMOS.

PMOS

OHO .41

PMOS was the original metal oxide,semiconductor family.

:PMOS devices can be formed with very high densitias, tut

unfortunately, PMOS devices operate at low speeds. As a

result, PMCS deviCes.have been used widely in calculators,

as well as microprocessors.

Some PMOS devicA are TTL-icompatible, but typically

require only one-fourth of,the physical area of TTL devices.

Howvier,TTL devices are, on the average, 10 limes faster

than PMM" devices.

Page 20/MH-02,
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NMOS

4 NMOS.technology is newer t an PMOS. Eve& greater'ad-

vances were made in LSI with ese devices.
4

While more, expensive than PMOS, NMOS devices" are twice

as fast and almost one-third as large.

.Most NMOS devices are TTL-compatible, and there, are

many widely-used NMOS microprOcessors available today -from

numerous manufacturers.

CMOS

CMOS devices are the most recent development in MOS

technology. CMOS devices have,achieved wide popularity

insituations that altiTize their ruggedneS's, high noise im-
munity, and low power requilbents.

:CMOS devices are much less dense than their NMOS or

PMOS counterparts, taking up'almOst as much physical area as
TTL.

TTL devices are .still faster than CMOS, but CMO is

twiceas fast as NMOS. CMOS is difficult to interface with

TTL, due to variations. in-the types of inputs required:

f

C .
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EXERCISES

1. Identify tie following abbreviations:

a. TTL.

b. DTL.

c. MTL.

d. LSI.

e. MOS.

f. ECL.

g.

h. CMOS.

2. - Draw the electrical circuit diagrams for the following

a. 'PN junction diode.

b. NPN transistor.

c. Schottky diode.

d. PNP traWsistor.

3. Fill in the blank.

a. Elec.tricity is the movementof

b. The terminals of a FET that correspond tothe
base, emitter and collector are

and

c. Silicon atoms,withlAshared electrons form a

4. Rate the following devices 1, 2, 3 in terms of speed

and density.

Speed Density

a. CMOS

b. PMOS

c. NMOS

5., The newest semiconductor technology is

a. TTL.

b. DTL.

70
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c. I'L.

d. ECL:

6. Name as many of the importarit criteria possible that

are used to rate the perfOrmance of a,transistor.

7. Draw a diagram to illustrate the function ofa ...

a. PN junction.

b. Diode OR gate. .

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Power supply: +S volts.

IC: 7410 TTL integrated 3-input*NAND gate.

Various unmarked NPN and PNP transistors. (markiongs may be

covered for lab).

VONT:
c .

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

\
The following laboratories offeinthe student experi-

breadboarding circui'ti that utjlize transistors

and checking circuit'outputsagainst various input -condi-

ions. A procedure is also offered for discOverini if an

unmarked-transisto-r is a NPN or PNP transistor.

4.

Page 24/MH-02
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LABORATORY 1. BREADBOARDING CIRCUITS.

Figure 11 shows the diagram for a 7410 3-input NAND.
By following the 'steps below, two of the gates will be con-,

figured similarly to the wired logic similar to Figure 8.
What is the difference?

COMPONENT VALUES SHOWN ARE TYPICAL

Figure 11. 'TL Integrated Three-Input NAND Gate.

Connect the ,ground connection labeled GND to the ground
on the power supply.

Attach wires to output pins 5 and 3, and connect the
ends of the wires together. This poj,nt will be called
master output.

3. Connect +3 volts *to pia labeled Vcc,.

4, Using the VOM, apply-65 volts to each of the inputs

MH-02/Page 25
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according to tI4 chart on the next page, recording

the corresponding voltage output in the spaces pro-

vided in Data Table 1. In addition, record the values

for current and resistance in Data Table 1.

LABORATORY 2. IDENTIFYING NPN AND PNP TRANSISTORS.

The following steps will allow the student to identify
a NPN or PNP transistor.

'1. Identify the emitter, base, and collector. Use the
diagram below:

CAN TYPE
b

t BOTTOM VIEW).

4

EPDXY TYPE

F
le

*Watch for this difference from some manufacturers.
2. Place the lead from to terminal of the ohmmeter

o the collector' lead and the terminal to the base
lead. Record the resistance as R(a) in Data Table 2.

3. Reverse the leads and measure again. Record the re-

sistance as R(b) in Data Table 2.

4. If R(a) is greater thlh R(b), a PNP transistor.

IfR(b) is greater than R(a), it is a NPN transistor. .

(If the resistance values are equal, or if they measure

an infinite value, throw the transistor away!) Record

the transistor type in Data Table 2. This procedure

may be repeated several times.

Page 26/%4H-02
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DATA "ABLES

DATA TABLE 1. BREADBOARDINiCIRalITS.

INPUT CONDITION

3.

4.

RESULT:

1 2 14 6 r 8

+5 +5 +5- +,5 +5 +5

+5 0 +5 +5 +5

+5 +5 0 0 +5

0 +5 0 +5 0 0

OM.

Pin 3: Pin 5:

Current Voltage Resistance Curreht .Voltage Resistance

Master Output:

Current Voltage Resistance

4
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DATA TABLE 2. IDENTIFYING NPN AND PNP TRANSISTORS..

I

1.

2.

3.

R(a) R(b) Transistor Type

t

?......,

Page 23/MH-02
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TEST

1. Explain the functions 6ithe emitter, base, and collector
in, a transistor'.

2, Define the terms "saturation" and "cutoff" with respect.

to the operation of a transistor.

3. Why is it important that semiconductor technologies

are TTL-compatible?

4
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4;odeo laip what happens when electrons try to flow from the

anode to the cathode in a PN junction diode.

S. Why is a tiinsistor called an active device as opposed

to a diode?

f

.

6. What is noise and where does it come from in an elec-

trical signal?

..,

.,page 32/M-02 78.,page
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7 Whit are'the voltages that indicate logic 1 and 0

in TTL,dpvices?

4,

*
8. ow does a Schottky diode improve the function of a .

rangistor?

9. Explain why a field-effect transistor is well-named.

10,. Why are the rise and'fall times of a. sisal significant?

014

71.
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INTRODUCTION

Al,Most microcomputers utilize° special circuitry and,tech-
niques to communicate information to and from the outside
world. This module is a brief introduction to those cir-

cuits and techniques, as well as input and output periph-

erals that are used in the communication procpss.

PREREQUISITES
4

The student should have'completed Modules 1H-01, "Digi-
tal Components," and MH-02, "Semiconductor Logic Families."

OBJECTIVES
.

Upon completion of this module, the student( should be
y-able to:

1. Identify serial and parallel.transmission techniques.
2. Define -the difference between synchronous and asynchro-

nous transmission or reception.

3. State the function of many of the av-ailabl,e'input/output

(I/O) peripherals.

. 4. Refine the foll,owirig terms:

a. I/O ports.

b. Handshake.

c. Universal asynchronous receiver transmitter.
a. Universal synchronous receiver' transmitter.

e. Baud.

r. Interrupt.

Pollej interrupt.

3, Pa e



h. Vectored interrupt.

i. Flag.

j. Priority encoder.

k. Isolated I/O.

1. Memory mapped I/O

m. Incorporated I/O.

n.. Selector

o. Decoder.

p. Multiplexor.

q. Keyboard or switch bounce,.

r. Cathode-ray tube (CRT).

s. Video display terminal (VDT).

t. Optical character reader (OCR).

u. -Impace printer.

(v.: Binary coded decimal (BCO.D

w. Extended- binary coded decimal interchange cede

(EBCDIC) . O

x. American standard code for information interchange

Y. Lightlepitting diode (LED).

z. 'Floppy disk. .1

U

)
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SUBJECT MATTER

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES.

The first two modules dealt with the logical functions

,ofa microcomputer and examined some of the hardware that

.are used to imlement logic.

This module examines how the computer communicates with
the outside world through input/output(I /0).processes. ,

Several reasons.combine to make the study of input/

output devices somewhat" complicated.

First, there are almost'a'S many different types of I/4
devices as there are computer applications. I/O devices may
be simple switches or single-channe devices that communi-

.:.
.

cate..6nly the current temperatdre or a room. I/0 devices
may 6 complex printers, cathoUe-ray-tube terminals 1- or

morerecently, digital voice synthesiZers that speak.,
i

..1.' econdly, the speeds at which 'I/O deVices operate vary
,..

- widely. Some devices change one bit every three hours.'

Some devices:change at the rate of hundreds of "thousands of
. ,

bits peT.second° (bps) .
.

N Finally, the various signals that communicate with the
outside world cAn differ in,voltqge, current, and resistance
le'vels; number of channels required; metholg.-of change, and, . .

so forth. . .' ..
.

.

Logically,, the terms q/input" and "output" are reiative

the microcompdter, -Input d3 inf.J2rmation available to the

microcomputer by means of an input port, or,a physical con-
: . .

*, :nection to-lan outside information source. LikewiSe, outpUt ...
. ..

'- is informatit)41 available from the mi'crocomputef bv.means of,..

an output port, or-,a physical cqnne,ction toan-outside,re-
,.).c'eivar. 30th kots are normAllyunuer the cobtrol et -.ne

.

. ..

,

r.

.8
r

!
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microcomputer, although the exact method of'control can

vary, as will be shown.

I/O devices (or peripheral s) can:be electromechanical,

mechanical, or electronic. If their output signals are not

in digital form, they must be converted by means of an ana-

log-to-digital converter (ADC or a-d converter). If the ,

peripheral will accept only analog inpdt, the microcomputer

must convert'its digital output to analog by`using a digital

to- analog converter (DAC or d-c converter). These devices

will be covered in Module MH.-04, "Analog/Digital Conversion."

The haydware required to enable a computer and a peripheral

to communicate is called an interface, and specific inter-

facing deviCes and methods are detailed in Module MH-Ob,

"Bus Interfacing."

I/0 ports may beassigned specific addresses, just like

memory, sothat the microprocessor can select one of a num-
,

ber'of I/O ports. (The term microprocessor 'refers to the

microcomputer central processing unit [CPU] rather than all

the elements of a microcomputer.) Peripherals can even. be
.

> .

uged as memory storage devices. Many times, the, only tan-.

gible difference between internal storage and peripheral

storage to the microprocessor is the substantial differen ce
. ,

'in the time it takes to physically move the signal through

available channels to the peftpheral memory device.

PARALLEL /SERIAL TRANSMISSION

Parallel transmission enables the compu ter t'ocommuni=

cate with a'peripheral over multiple channels at the same

t'e. Usually, the number of channels corresponds with the

number of bits in the word length used by tile microprocessor.

.

4/NIH-1.)1
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1 th,

Obviously, this method of data transmission can communicate

the same information considerably faster than can be ac,zom-

pli-shed by using a single line, which requires seria.17/trans-
,

Mission.

In addition to the fact that the capacity to move sig-
.

nals between a computer and a peripheral is greater with

parallel , connections, serial data'must be grouped into the

proper word length by a converter device after it is..received

into the microcomputer. This additional operation is not

required by the faster parallel ,transmission methok.

Figure:1 shows the difference between the way -am-8-bit
-t.,

word, or byte, is .transmit ted in serial and parallel form.

Start and stop bits added to the serial signal-are for.syn-
,

chronization purposes.

SERIAL I/0

r

SERIAL
START
BIT

I

10
2.

3

4
%ammo

5

6

7

8

SERIAL S
STOP

SBIT

.

.t:7

,-1.:_

---"t PARALLEL I/O

.

Figure 1.. Two.Mehods fOr Sending an 3-Bit *.Cord. c'

0
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SYNCHRONOUS /ASYNCHRONOUS ,COMMUNICATION

One'critIca problem in I/O is Peripheral/Microdomputer

data excAnge.
. .

The microcomputer can receive J.nforpation from the

'peripheral at a rate that is different from,the peripheral's
9

rate of sending information.

Likewise, tAe rate of peripheral reception of data

varies from the rate at which a%migrotomputer sends.. data.

Therefore, systems had to be'developed that4eithbr

stored or transforms, the data or somehow'infruend,ed the

operating mode. of the peripheral/.

There are three basic methods for coordinating I/O. .

They are the following:
. .

'1. Regi,1ar sampling occurs when the design application of

the system allows the computer to 161* for'a change in
A.

I/O at,a specified rate. This method is normally u- sed

with peripherals that are alwaysready, ,sUch as simple

switches. Normaly data transfer rites are slow.

2. Asynchronous communication occurs when specific:contrdl
.

signals, either on separate lines-or as start.andstop

bits, provide syhchroniiaticin for data transfer. This

can occur at varying ratep.: .

3. Synchronous communication occurs when n I/O signal is

defined by its position in time (as defined br.an ex-
. s

ternal.clock). Beeause'thest signals are continuous

and re uire no otffer,synChrohiA signals (other than

the k signals) , this method achieves the highest

I/O transfer rates. '

4

age 0/,mH-03.
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Regular Sampling

The front panel of a computer is normally a 'series of

switches' that allow addresses and data to be.entered into
the 'microcomputer in binary code. Lamps, or light-emitting

diodes (LEDs), indicate the result, also in binary ON/OFF
coding.

A problem occurs when a microprocessor attempts'to read
a logic level produced by a snitch that is in the process of
chahging. Certain electronic trigger devices-improve the

rates .at'Which s%4tches change states. But in an applica-

tion such as the front panel example, this problem is solved

through special switches, labeled load or deposit. Th-e com

puter samples these special switches at regular intervals;
and w1en it finds them enabled, performs the data transfer,

k operation indicated by the positions of the switches.

Obvigusly, the sample rate at which :the computer looks
'"1-for an_enable condition should be, greater than the minimum
amountif time between changes in cbndition. In the case

of human- operated switches, this rate is 'extremely slow

compared to a microcomputer that can perform thousands of
?perations a second.

Another method of solving the pliblem of reading the

output from a changing switch is through programming, or

_ software. The computer's controlling software can provide .

a method for reading the'output from A switch several times,
then comparing readings for accuracy. k

0.

4
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Asynchronous Communication

Even most peripherals that operate at fastet-/thanOuman

speeds. cannot provide data as fast as a microcomputer can

read it. In most cases, thq microcomputer will be waiting

on the peripheral to send additional. information while it

performs otheroperations.

If temporary storage registers cdnstrUcted from flip-

flop circuits a're placed at the' I/O parts, the microcomputer

can get the information to be input when it is ready, while

the peripher'al can getvthe output information when it is

ready. An additional channel can communicate. control status

iniormation, such as "ready to receive new information" and

"new information ready to be.sent." The resulting system

enables data to be exchanged at varying rates be"tween a

microcomputer and a peripheral. as shown in Figure 2.
\ .

PERIPHERAL MICROPROCESSO
READY FOR NEW IS READY TO ACCEPT

8-BITS IN 4-BITS OUT INFORMATION INPUT (IT HAS
(PARALLEL) (PARALLEL) (IT HAS READ THE LAST? READ THE LAST

TRANSMISSION) TRANSMISSION )

TEMPORARY
STORAGE

,

4

TEMPORARY
STORAGE

STATUS

MICROPROCESSOR DANA BUS (8-BIT PARALLEU

Figure

Page 3/MH-03

Paralle,1 i() Ports Illustrating Synchronous
Communication by Handshake Process.,
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The control lines used to communicate status informa-

tion are sometimes called handshake lines. The proCess of

controlling information transfer is called the handshake
. process.

Co-Ordination required between the microcomputei- and

the peripheral to prevent data loss. For example, if the

peripheral sends new information before the microcomputer

has read the temporary' input register, the register can be

altered to reflect the new information, erasing old data.

In the dame manner, if the microcomputer has not re-
.

ceived the go-ahead sign from the peripheral, and places

'new information in the temporary output register before, the

peripheral has read the previous inforMation, the data is
lost:

Thus, control lines protect the integriri of the to

being transferred, and allow the transfbr to occur at

regular, or asynchronous, intervals.

In serial communication, start and stop bitS before

and after each byte, o? word, provide'special signals for
0

7 the microcomputer that define data.

A device called a universal asynchronous receiver

transmitter (UARn .is basically a shift register that not

only converts serial data into' parallel data, but also pro
rides:ides bit-checking and parity-checking functions. The UART

makes the rate at which data is fed into the.microcomputer
consistent and regular. It also transmits data from the

microcomputer to an output peripheral at a consistent rate.

Consi,s,tent transmission rates are defined by using a
baud rate. The term "baud" ref6.s to the maximum number.o2:

signals that may be transmitted over a.communication line

and is 3 function of the duration of,the shortest signal.

4
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Baud is no.t identical with bits-per-second rate due

to the fact that bits,mabe communicated bCy signals of

varying lengths.

v

Synchronous Communication

In synchronous Communication, data is transferred at a'

egular rate that is determined by a special control line,

or external clock synchronization. Although the initial

process of getting the transmitterand receiver. in sync may

require additional, hardware and software, this method pro:

vides faster'IN communication once synchronization has

been established.

During synchronous communication, the microprocessor

is performing an I/O 'operation at the same speed as the data

"transfer rate. For example, .if data is being transferred at

1200 baud, the microprocessor is performing one I/O operation

every one twelve-hundredths of a second.

As with UARTs,. there are universal synchronous receiver

transmitters (USRTs) available -in integrated circuit form

that perform approximately the same functions.

INTERRUPTS

Most microcomputers have the ability to temporarily

halt, or ihteetupt, the normal execution of a program upon

receipt of a si,gnp from an external peripheral, and jump to

a subroutine that deals with the request of the peripheral.

.Upon completion of-the task relluested by the peripheral

46.inormally a data transfer), the original program resumes at

the point originally interrupted.

1U/MH-0.3
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Also called a program interrupt, this method of re-

sponding to. I/O devices,enables the microcomputer to perform

operations until its attention is diverted to I/O. This

differs from the regular sampling method where the computer

is regularly looking for I/O date.

,There are several types of interrupts. Polled inter-

rupts utilize a single control channel from all I/O devices
to the microprocessor. When an I/O device needs to transfer

data, it places an interrupt request signal on the control.

channel. The computer temporarily halts execution of the

existing program, storing its plate so that it may return

to the same point and resume operation. The computer then

polls each I/O device tot see which needs assistance. This
is normally accomplished by having the peripheral place an

interrupt request bit in the status r4gister of its I/O
port. The computer checks the various I/O status registers

until it finds the device making the interrupt request.

There is usually an order of priority iri,,which the

microcomputer polls the I/0"devices. Therefore, if two or

more devices make interrupt requests at the same time, they

are responded to in pcilling.order. This order may be altered

according to prearranged priority status codes.,,

In large 'computer systems connected to literally hun-

dreds of I/O devices, this method for responding to inter-

rupt requests can be time-consuming.

'A faster method, called vectored interrupts, allows the

computer to know immediately which device has made an inter-

rupt requ4t through certain signals. These signals are

provided in several ways.

One method requires a separate line from each I/O de-

vice that causes.a jump to a subroutine dealing with that

specific 4evice. However, this method 15 seldom used in

microcomouters.
O

91
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Most microcomputers make use of status bits, called

flags, that ignal'when a pKogram interrupt is requested.

The address that corresponds to the specific I/O port, and

thus to theltevice,-is sent to the microprocessor, initiat-

ing the subroutine that corresponds to. the device. In the

case cff multip e requests, devices called priority encoders

send the addres es to the microprocessor in .priority coding

Or rl

Interrupts may be multiple level, medning.that an inter-,

rupt may be interrupted, and then that interrupt may be

interrupted, and so forth. In each case, the microcomputer

stores
.
the address of the next instruction to be executed

Ln a stack register in order to know where to resume a sub-_

routine.

Interrupts may also be disabled in most microcomputers,_

meaning that under certain conditions critical to the soft= .

,ware or hardware, the microcomputer: will totally ignore

interrupt requests.

I/O BUSINGr

Almost all microcomputers usethe,6ame data buses for

I/O transfers as well as for Mmori operationswbpre data

are being stored :into, or read from, memory. As previously,

mentioned, I/O peripherals may even b\treated as memory In

such cases as disk and tape storage.

It is important that all data being milted back and

forth over the same lines be carefully coordinated in order

;o comwicated properly. Several methods exi*to

vide this coordination. These methods follow:

Page l2/MH-03
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1. 'saluted I/O, where the address for memory and I/O
-data are handled separately in the decoding process.

, Nfemory mapped I /O, where.I/0 ports are handled as

locations in memory.

3. Attached,:or incorporated I/O, where I/O ports are

loca ed.in the microcomputer's CPU or memory sections
. wit n in an integrated circuit.

.

'Isolated I/O uses separate bus drd ers, or devices that
place the tuai signals on the data bus. r/Q signals often
differ fr m memory signals, which seldo require handshaking
or o.the control'and coordinating signa s. As a result,
separ ing the I/O bus contrOl from memory bus control has

its advantages. Many times, programs;arec-1-ea-r-er. The

physical design of circuitry that deals with I/O or memory

may take advantage of this difference,in the nature of the,

two forms of data. But 'these designs are usually less

flexible, and require extra (or duplicate) instructions and
decoding.
1.

`biggestbiggest",milkantage of memory mapped I/O lies in the

programming formicrocomputers equipped with this feature.

Program instructions can fetch data 'from a peripheral device
as easily asfrom memory locations without additional in-

structions required by other methods to physically get the

information to the microcomputer from the peripheral'. This

makes programming easier, bit can also make programming

harder to under-stand if adequate documentation does not

exist to distinguish where data originated.

Attachedo.r incorporated I/O is utilized when the small

physical size resulting from.this method is a benefit. There

are limitations,in the numbetand complexity of I/Odevices.
associated with this method. Integrated circuits -containing
the C ?U, memory, and,-.1/0-contrel on one chip are 'more expen-b,

ar

sive
i.,
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I/O HARDWAR

The selection of I/O'devices is widely-varied. A brief

summary will be given for, some more common devices.

Flip-flops have already been mentioned as one, method

for temporarily storing I/O data to help diminish-the prob-
.

lems associated with wide variance in input/output rates.

A device known as a monostable multivibra;'tor, or one-

shot, transforms short pulse signals into longer, fixed-

length signals. The one-shot multivibrator can smooth out

peripheral signals to facilitate their interpretation by

the microcomputer. These devices are variations of the

bistable_multivibrators discussed in Module_MH-01,

Com'ponents."

Shift registers have been mentioned as devices-that.

. can transform Ata from a serial tlo parallel form, and vice.
v\ersa.

Counter ciicuits, als.o described in Module MH-01,,can

beused to drive I/O devices such as displays.

A selector chooses a single outp# from multiple in-

puts, while a decoder produces a single output based on

multiple inputs. A third similar deviCe.(called a multi-..
.

plexor) produces a single output (frommUltiple inputs).

that contains alT. the information of each input.

All tree devices have Multiple itputs,and a single

. output. klowever, there are similarities -and distinctioRs

between.device. A selector selects one of everal inputs ; .

a' aecoder produces an ioutput based on ihe in °lation pro-

vided b,' a coded input. A multiplexoTLintegr tes

tion from multiple channels ofqo a singledi:a

0.
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'SWITCHES /
Just as the simple switch is the basis for complicated

logic devices, it is also the most simple form of input and
is the foundation for more c mplicated forms of input.

Push-bu to switches, such as those used in keyboards,.
are mechanical evices, A problem sometimes encountered

with mechanical.switthes is'called bounce. This phenomenon
occurs when physical pressure exerted to close the switch

produces Newton's famous equal and opposite reaction, caus-
..

ing the contact points _to momentarily open again, before

stabilizing in the closed position.
"

This problet can be cured, through software 4. s:ampliig'

output (after a sufficientdekay) to account for switch

bounce.' Hardw'are devices; such as the oe-'shot mentioned

previously, help.transform the two quick,.success,ive ON/OFF

states produced by sivitel bounce into a single; definite
pulse.

,

'Figure 3 illustrates a debouncing techniqu'O' for a 6Sin-

gle pole, double-throw .(SPDT) Switch, utilizing the same

crossed-NAND configuration of Module MH-01.

41*

Figture 3. Using Cipssed
NAND Gates to,Remove the
-Negative Effects of Switch'
Bounce.

&

4.5v6

OUTPUT

.

.
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. A keyboard, like those usedCto inpu'informati-on into

teletype machines or video dispilrlterminals (VDTs),'is

noticing more than a group of simple switches. a.

The word terminal, as used in video display termin

implies an integrated I/O device that has. the capability of

sending information to the_ microcomputer and receiving in-
,

formation frbm the'microcomputer.

Currently, VDTs use a cathode=ray'tube (CRT) as fhe

display device for information. Newer technologies invO1y7

in; flat-panel image deliices may eventially replace CRTs-
.

CRT-based VDTs are currently the most popular' and

powerful form of I/O device beCause of,theis ability to

display large quanfiti.es of information almost instantane-

ously. 'This information can be in color and in g cm'

table form. CRT-based VDTs Can,show movement or at act'

attention through blinking verbage or audiosijnaling..

Interactive .CRTs use light pens or even touch sensitive

'sc'reens to allow,the user greater- flexibility in information

exchange:
A5

The,te-Letype . is ialso.a. computer terminal that.uses
.

. . f r ii)
keyboard i n p u t , but .tii§play is normally accoMplished the

. ,df
a typewriter-like impaiCt printer.

.

,

41

4

:llIgPLAY

,Printers are a basic forMof computer output: They

range frOm.impact printers, that'strike a single character' ,

A '

at a time c)° line printerS,that print~ an entire 1 ne of
information simultaneously. A newer tedmology allecj ink

.

jet printing, manipulates, a stream of is onto,

paper to form characters; thereby greatly. eCre sin ,crintev:

\\
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noise. Some high-speed pridters can attain print rates of

over 4,000 lines'per minute.

Printers are useful storage mediums generlly. of

information for human consumption only. Computer data re-

trieval of priited material'is a relatively slow process,

accomplished through input devices called, optical character

readers (OCRs). More efficient forms af In' storage/re-

trieval, devices will be' discussed shortly.

-Jon output, the simple lamp functions similarly to the

switch, in that it indicates information by means of a sim-

ple ON/OFF Condition.

The analogy also holds that simple lamps are build up

into more complex systems, just as switches formed the basis

for keybo ards. Light- emitting diodes or small incandescent

bulbs can be used to form segmented displays and other video

displays: information iycti-1.1 communicated through ON/OFF

lighting.

lIn orZler to communicate with human beings, computers

, must transform our accepted symbolic communication systems,

sucn as base 10 numerals' and the 26-letteralphabet, into

binary form, and vice versa. This is accomplished t ugh

various systems of coding. 4.

r ,

I/O

4

CODING

The binary coded decimal. system; or BCD, is used\exten-
.

sively in microcomputers and especially in calculators.

Standard BCD uses' the regular binary notation-for the .

decimal digits '0-9', but uses a separate group of four binary

digits to represent each digit in decimal notation.
o

..\.1H-°7'P-_:e 1-
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For ecample, the decimal number 99 in standard binafy

form is 1100011, or seven binary digits. The representation

for decimal 99 in BCD is, two binary repiesentations of deci

mal 9, or 10011001, requiring one more bit to communicate

decima1,99 than ordinary binary coding.

The g,ircuitry required to'perform arithmetic operations

in BCD is more complex than standard binary coding, but BCD

codes can be interfaced to widely-available devices that

convert BCD to numeric characters in a---dIsplay'l making the

use of BCD coding or its variations in calculator circuitry

very popular.

Also, since a 4-bit unit can represent any decimal

digit, the code fits conveniently,into the'standard word

lengths of most picr9computers (4-, 8-, or 16-bit words).

Alphanumeric codes must represent not only decimal

numerals., but also the alphabet and any special characters

.,required in communication.

A 5-bit code, called baudot, is used in some telegraph

and teletype systems to represent alphanumeric characters

4n both upper and lower case.

EBCDIC, OT extended binary coded decimal interchange

code, is used in large computer systems, such as those made

UN, to represent alphanumerics.

The most popular code for alphanumerics being used in

microcomputefs and their peripherals ;s called tASCII (pro-

nounced AS-KEE) which stand for American Standard Code for

InforMation Interchange. Table 1 contains a listing of

ASCII coding.

ASCII uses seven bits to represent 128 characters.

The 'eighth bit is used for parity checking.

Page 18/MH-03
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TABLE 1. AMERICAN STANDARD CODE FOR.
4. INFORMATION INT-ERCHANGE (ASCIT).

ASCII Code Character ASCII Code, Character ASCII Coe Character

,

.

.

/

90

01

02

03

04 -
QS

06

07

JS

)9

OA

)a,

OC

OD

)E'
)F
10. -

11

12

13

14

15

16

V
IS
19

1A

13

IC %
ID

13

' IF
:1

22

3

1. r!
:3

:.1
-

23

2.;

:A

'

.

NUL

. SOH

STX

ETX

EOT

ENQ

ACK

BEL

3S '

HT

LF

VT

FF

CR

SO

SI
OLE

DC1(X -ON)

DC2 (TAPE)

0C3(X-OFF)
DC4

NAK

SYN

ETB.
CAN

EM ,

SUB

ESC

F5

GS

RS

OS

SP

go
4

,
3,

,

2B

2C

2D

ZE

2F

30

31

32

35

34

35

36

3"

3S

39

3A

3B

3C

30

35
3F.

40

41

42

- 45
44

45

46

4"

48

49,

4A

43

4D

4E

:F
SO

1

.52

55

5-2

33

-

4

,

.

r

N

,

-

.

/
0

1

-

3

4

5

6

3

9

.

<

.
>

'
)

A

3
.
..

D

E

F

G

N.
1-r

I

J
K

'I
\
.2

a

S

7

-

,

36

5"

58

59

SA

5B

5C

50

5E

5F

5J
of
02

63

64

65

66

67

68

.69

6A

68

6C

oD

6E

6F

"0

"1

.
"3

7.,

-6
76

"8
-9
-A

-3

"D

-3
-:.

V

W

X

Y

.
(

A

\ _

i
A(')
-. - )

a

o

.:

, d

e ,

g

rt. .

.2.

)

k

1,\ i
n°
o

o

z.

r ,

-

u

v

x

v.
-

A1.7 MODE

DEI., kl.3 ::,C;

a
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The most widely-used numeric display consists of LEDs,

or light-emitting.diodes. There are-normally seven distinct

segments that form numerals and some letters, when lit..4.n

various combinations. A special code, Called seven segment'\

represents these various lighting combinations used

to represent many alphanumeric characters. A portion of

this code is listed in Table 2.

4

'TABLE 2. SEVEN-SEGMENT CODE.-

Decimal` Digit
Seven-Segment Code

(hexadecimal)

0 .

1

-2

. 3 ..

4

5

6 .

7

8

9

.

-

.

.

.

3F , ,

a 06
5B
4F
66 '.

6D
7C or 7,D
07 .

7F
-'6F or 67

Uppercase Letter ."

SevenC-qggmeht Code
( hexadecimal)

A
. C

- E .

F

H - 1-

J
L

0
P

U
,

-

.,

,

.

,

.

1

,

_

,

,.......,

.

77
' 39'

79'

!..._` 71

76- f

1 E . ' ,

.38

'3F,
,,,,),

3E -

,

_6E' -
ti

i
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I/O STORAGE DEVICES

One of the earliest I/O devices constructed for the

primary purpose of storing digital information, punched

paper tape is still being used in microcomputer applica-,

tions (from teletypes to typesetters) to read and store,

programs and data.

Punched paper tape is limited in speed and slightly

bothersome in its physical storage requirements. Further

more, paper tape is sequential in nature, meaning that a

spool of fapes must be physically wound to the end of the

spool to retrieve data'stared in that location.

The actual data are stored by using various coding

systems to punch combinations of holes into sequential'

positions on the paper tape. These holes are read bypass-

ing the tape through a reader that uses light or mechanical

contact to sense the presence or absence of holes.

A similar system, using punched holes in'cards rather

than tape, allows information to be,physically sorted, or

reArranged to a particular' ,order, to facilitateinfomation

retrieval.

Magnetic tape is an imptovemeptipv6r punched tape_and
o

cards, both in speed an -storage characteristics.

However; magnetic tape sequential in nature,

wheAer it is,a simple modified audio casftette player, such

as the one used by the KIM-1 microcomputer; or. large, high-

speedtape'drives.used in the large6t computer systems.

Magnetic disk systems maintain the advantage of mag-,

netic. storage but have added a random-access capability that

greatly increase s the speed of information storage'and re-'

trieval.
.

- ,MH-0.3/Page21
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These devices use disks with sma,1.1 units of magneti-

cally alterable,. material that spin at high speeds, similar

to a high-speed phonogi(ph record 'composed of audio tape

material. A read/write head, or encoding/de oding device,

can move freely along a radius of the disk-, e abling the

device to quickly jump from the innermost track to the out-

ermost track, or any location in between.

- Large sytems use multiple layers of hard disks to in-

crease stora e capacity. A simplified diagram of multiple-

,layer disk is shown in Figure 4:

DATA
TRA§CKS
ON TOP
AND
UNDER SID
OF EACH
DISK.

DISK sems
AT HIGH

-9 SPEEDS.

Figure 4.

.

READ /WRITE HEADS
MOVE QUICKLY FROM
INNER TO OUTER TRACKS.

'Multi-Layer Magnetic Disk
S,torage/RetrieVal System.

4

Floppy disks, so -named because the material comprising

the magnetic disk is flexibleare'widely used in microcom-)

put.%r systems. ,lightweight,*durable, and relatively inex-
.

Page (4-1:--0.3
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pensive, this form of I/O sitOrage can access information

from any location on the spinning disk in a few 'thousandths

of a second. -=Some
i

floppy disks can store over g million
.

bits of information. . .

The same principles of random-access disk storage are

utilized -in sealed configurations of hard disks, called

fixed disks,,which are more reliable, much faster, and have

a greater storage capacity than floppy disks.

-k

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Rapid strides are being made in speech recognition and

synthesis devices as a result of their growing popularity

in consumer electronic devices. It is not known ,to what
.

extentthe ability to talk to and.listen to a microcomputer

will alter the nature of current I/O communication.

As solid -state integration procesSes become more ad-

more and more I/O control functions are being

microprocessor
.

cluded physically on the microproessor chips.
,

As the price of these chips drops, more and more smart

peripherals appear.- Smart peripherals use a dedicated,

rather than general purpose, microprocessor. The micro-
,

processor will.have only one purpose, such as controlling

a This,This form of dedicated use is also called distilb-

uted process6ng.

The trend toward distribpted processing-and smart

peripherals extends not only to the%devices hentioned in

this module; but also- to knstruments, sensors, and special

'devices that may ,be-encountered in the'field by an energy

technician: S

-MH-03/Page 23
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EXERCIsgs

1. Identify the following abbrevaticTs, and definethe

terms for which they stand:

a. UART.

b. USRT.

c. CRT.

d. VDT.

e. OCR.

f. BCD.

g. EBCDIC.

h. ASCII.

2. :Table 2 presented a poi-tion of,the standard seven-

segment code. In the figure below, the coyrespondc

ing positions of the display have been marked to show

the binary number that controlseach segment. In the

spaces provided, fill in the binary code that would be

required -for the letters that can be made using seven-

segment code. Then convert the'binary code to hex.

(The first 'two codes ire from Table 2.. Use it to check

your answers itor the first two'..)

104
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1.

lieadout Binary Code Hex+Code

(MSB

I7 is 0) *g f e d c b a

If

f

z.

3.

5.

6.

/
CI

II
7. 1_1,

4,8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

' 9. I,I 0-

10. 0

Pane 26/N1H-03'
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

This laboratory. rakes a closer look at the KIM-1

.computer in terms of the 'way it inputs and 'tutputs,, informa--

The figure below is a rough diagram of the basic layout

of.lthe KIM-1. Notice that many'of the devices that make up

the computer a're ,related to I/O functions..

.

PB. PA.
0 O

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0 0

o 0

-

fUOPO

BCD CONVERTER

KB-11:10

fINTERFACE

TS

U24

I/O CIRCUITRY
I

000
ODD

Figure 5. KIN 1 Microcomputer Layout.

rf
7-SEGMENT
DISPLAYS

YPAD

Notice that the I/C ch p labeled U24 is a BCD .decoder/

driver, and thatits output is connected to the resistors

and transistors locqted above the seven-segment displays,

which serve as the driving circuitry for the LED display.

Notice that the LEDs do, in fact, have seven segments.
O

Osi,mg t he keypad as an input keyboard, the student may view

106
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c

each of'the-J6tcharacters that are. possible on these seven-

segment displays.

The primary input/output ports. of the KIM-1 are two

bytes located at addresses 1.700 (hex) and 1702 (hex). When

"defined as input, the b-its at these locations result from

logic values being.applied on any of the 16 lines by means

of input voltages. When defined as outputthese lineswilf
f . -

contain. the 19gic voltages -reflected at these locations in

the data

When in the input mode, th.e peripheral output buffers

are in the 1 state.' 'A pull-up resistor acts as less than

1 TTL, load to the pefipheral data\limes. Therefore,,all

lines reflect logic71,unless grounded.

Turn-the power to the KIM-1 on. _Press AD and 1700 to

activate pins PA-0 through-TA-7 as inpdt ports. Thedaa
display should now read FF. Why?

Girouad .the switches according to Data Table 1 and record

Q-phe
6
result or the data display.

When ports are set at output, voltages on the ports re--

flect data ;that has been stored at the deditated address.

IMPORTANT: 'REMOVE ALL.GROUNDS-FNM PORTS BEFORE'CRANG-.

ING THEM.TD OUTPUT, SO' THAT AN 'OUTPUT, VOLTAGE WILL NOT BE

CONNECTED DIRECTLY'TO GROUND. I

Store FF at address 1701. This will convert pOrt A

(PA). t'o. an output port. Enter the data values'into address

1700 and

Table 2,

record the correspbnding vpftage_ levels in Data.

Page 28/MH-03 :107*
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1: RESULT OF THE DATA DISPLAY.

Ground Piny Data Display

PA-0
,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. G Q G G G G G G

2. G G G. G G

3. G G G.
t---

4. G G

5. G G G. G

6. G G G G

7. *G G.
)

8. G G

(

O

DATA TABLE 2: CORRESPONDING VOLTAGE LEVELS. \

Data Input

Fl.

3. 88 .

4. 7C

5. E3

6." 5B

62

8. '9D

Voltage Level

PA-0 2 .3 4 '5

108
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TEST

1. Would a..temperature sensor connected as an, input device
to a microcomputer use a serial or parallel input? Why?

a

2. , Explain briefly the handshake opera ion. Discuss the
function of each control link.

3 Why is the concept of interrupts useful to computer I/O
operations;?

110
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4. Compare the advantages and disadvantagesof memory

mapped ,and, isolated I/O.

P

5. Define the following terms:

a. Selector.

b. Decoder.

c. Multiplexor.

6. What distinguishes a terminal frovothQr I/O devices?

Page 32/MH-03
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. \

7 Briefly explain the concept of binary codeddecimal.

...

t

.. .

-,

t

,

8. What is the advantage of e floppy disk over punched

paper tape?

IP .

.

4

. ,
,..

S

k
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INTRODUCTION

Many microcomputer applications involve analog input

and output signals. Analog signals cannot be processed di-

rectly by digital computers, but must,first be converted.to

a digital form (by using an analog-to-digital converter) be-

fore they can be fed into a computer. SimilaLy,'a computer

cannot generate analog outputs directly,'but must use digital

output signals to control digital-to-analog converters: This

module- introduce's some of the more common'analog/digital con-

verters and conversion techniques.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed MH-01, "Digital Compo-

ments"; MH-02, "Semi-Conductor. Logic Families"; and MH-05,

, "Input /Output Devices and Techniques."

OBJECTIVE.S

Upon completion 1of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Construct A resistor- ladder digital-to-analog converter.

Describe the operating- principles of three types of

.analog7to:digifal converters.

Define the foilowing.terms

a. Linear.

b. Linearity.

c. Bandwidth.

a. Resolution.

e. Ptecisibn,

11.4
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f. 'Accuracy.

g. Shaft encoder.

h. Transducer.

i. Resistor ladder. )

j. Weighted summation.

k. Multiplying DAC.

1. Op-amp.

m. Analogccomparator.

n. Quantizing el-tor.

o. Successive approximation ADC.

p. Counter-comparator ADC.

q. Simultaneous ADC.

r. Reference voltage.

I

1

I0
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SUBJECT MATTER

ANALOG /DIGITAL CONVERSION

As stated in previous modules, digj.tal signals communi-

cate information by means of separate, distinct states, while -

analog signals vary in current, voltage, or resistance in

order to communicate information.

Theoretically, analog signals may represent an infinite.

number of values. In the first place,, the o.re as yet, no

known limits, either high or low, for such electical proper-

ties as voltage and current. Secondly, just as there are an

infinite number of points which make up a line in geometry,

there are an infinite number of single values that compose a

gradually increasing or decreasing signal.

Figure 1 represents a-w analog signal that varies from 0

volts to +5 volts and back again to 0 volts. This variance

is drawn over a grid that divides the signal into 1/2-volt-

C VOLTS )
5

4

3

2

0

1 SECOND
04-0 1 / 20 'Of 1 SECOND (

Figure 1. Graph of a Linear (Analog) Signal.

11, 6
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inctements'vertically, and 1/20th of a second increments hor-

izontally. Notice the smooth variancein the analog signal.

This is the reason analog signals are also called linear sig-
.

'nals.

This waveform could 1)4 a close representation (analogy)

of a real event in the physical world, in the sense that\Most

real world events vary'gradually betweenpatameters rather

than step up or down in precisely-defined increments.' For

,example, the waveform might represent outside temperature

from he time the sun appearedfover the.horizon until after

sunset. K

Suppose that each 1/2 -volt increment symbolized a single

unit of measurement. Then, in the space, of one second, this

signal has,-in effect, countted from 0 to 10 and back to 0.

But what if each 1./50th of a volt Tepresents one unit?

As mentioned before, in theory the exact number of possible

divisions. is infinite. Dividingeach.volt into units Nwill

allow thiS, same signal to in effect; count from 0-to 290 and

back O.

In digital'foim,the decimal 'digits.0 through 10 are lim-

ited to binary representations'; ittakaga minimum oi four

binary digits to represent _each decimal. digit? The'refore, in,

order to count from Oat° 5.0-and back to 0 in digital form, as

was done.in the firSf .analog example, the ,second would need

, to,be,divided into aminimum of 80 parts rather than 20.

This is, illustrated in Figure 2.

fnqrder to count from O. to 250 and` back to' 0, a digital.

signal requires a second to be divided into a-Minimum of 2,0007'

parts, ,as opposed to the SVneeded for-the analog signal.

The number of divisions requir(ed to,send.information by

either digital or .analog, means is calf;d frequency bandwidth,

or simply bandwidth.

A
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111.11.111.1111M'
.CP

a
(o.

. 4
4.

10 10 20' 6- 301 40- 50 60 70 80

(0000)000100100L1010001010110011111000100114110000111101100101010000110;10000100010

\/\/ V \"/v\/\/\devyy\6/yyyy-yy
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 9

Figure 2 Bifiary-(Digital) Count From,1 to
10 and 13.,4k to O.

Although in the previous. figures the bandwidth required

for an analog signa' was only2:5%,of the bandwidth required...,

to communicate the samehAnformatiOn by digital means; the
4.

-

ratio can be even more 119avily weighted dn favor.of analog

efficiency when comparing signals reqUired for television

(video) transmission.

And yet, each method of communication has its own adva

tages and disadvantages. THeTefore,,conversion from digital,

to analog or analog to digital is,necessary wheriever cir,cum-

stonces-favor the advantages of, one over the other.-

Most of the real worldis comprised of analog information.
, -

Information important to'energy consumption and conservation;

such as temperature, rower °consumption, or 'air and liquid

flow measurements, are analog. In order to take advantage of

the ever-increasing cost ef-fectiveness microcom-

puter information pr5ssing and control, the student *lust

necessarily have an-understanding of conversion methods ber
7

tween the two communications methods. s

The first figures also illustrate trio Other important

chiracteristios used in analog and digital ccinVersions- It--N .

was shown that by varying therate at'which an analog signal!:

is sampled (in other words , c:the- number Ofttime divisions, or'

cdunts)yhe same analog sigrthl can yield 10 units or C50

units.

9
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will be more precise than the same signal describeA by 10

digital equivalents.

The greater the number.of binary representations of an

analoog signal, the greater its resolution and precision. The.
actual difference in the measured value of an .analog signal .

at a giVen time andits digitll equivalent yields the accuracy

of the convAion.

In_this module,the actual devices that perform the con-,

versions-will be abbreviated DAC, for digital -to- analog co-
\

verter, and ADC, for analog-to-dqgital.colvertor: Whenever

the technique of conversion is being referred to, it will be

abbreviated a-d conversion or d-a conversion.

Both a-d and d-a conversions can be made by-mechanical

or electrical Means. After a brief discussion of mechanical

conversion devices-,-the majority of this module will deal with

electrical Conversion techniques.

dbvigusly, a signal describedby 250 digital equivaleifts

MECHANICAL CONVERSION DEVICES

a

In many cases, a digital r epresentation might be required

to indicate the position of a potentiometer,,or rotary switch.

Such a switch might be found on the front'panel of a washing

machine to indicate cycles, for ex,d6Ple. .A device called a
,

shaft encoder (by means: of p ysicak contact to'coftduct

tricity prsphotoelectric sensing) can perform an and conver-

sion.

Figure 3 illustrates the. basic concept. The darker areas

repiresent conductive material (in the case of contact devices)

or transparent material (in thecase of photoelectric devices)
,

while the li:ght.areAs represent nonconducting or opaque areas.
r

Page -6/MH-0:1
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SENSORS

0111 O.,Ft .
,01N,:selkaviii.
is,k1= MI

. ..?
<7;

0

.1,

1007

0001v0

Figure 3. Shaft Encoder Used
For Mechanical a-d Conversion.

';

As the shaft rotates, the disk also rotates, and the

binary. code indicated on the sensors represents the position

of the switch.

Mechanical converters such as these have their diffic

ties, such as when the position of the disk.is such that t

sensors are on the line, resulting in an ambiguous digital

signal. Various codes, software, or multiplepositidn sensor

techniques have been developed to overcome such problems.

00er problems include the wear associated with friction in
/contact devices, iand dust or other contaminants n photoelec-

tric devices.

4110.

1-

ELECTRICAL CONVERSION TECHNIQUES .(7

The trend`today is toward transducers, which sense ana-

log conditions in the real world, convert them to electrical .

.

signals, anc; can then be converted to digital form by electri-,

cal, r\ather than itechanical means.

4)
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Solid-state electrotilig devices such as ,phototransistors

actually produce analog voltages in response to light, which

can be measured by means of an ADC.

There are even'solid-State devices (such as the National

'AN-132 Temperature Transducer) that, directly sense temperature

and conyert the information to electrical,signals. This same

device can also be Used to detect movement in air or liquid,
,.

.

to measure wind telocity, or to sense position.'

DIGITAL -TO- ANALOG COMPUTER

.A very simple DAC can be formed by a network of resistors

that'are interconnected so that opening and closina binary

switches produces a.varying (analog) voltage output.

,Figure 4 represents a 4-bit resistor network DAC.

Figure 4. DAC Formedbv a Network of Resistors.

V (INPUT)

Vs( OUTPUT)

Page 8/MH-04
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The resistance value seles_ted for-R determines values

for the remaining'es-nfOTY. In a circuit, the switches ere

replaced by transistors controlled b'y the output of a'sto"rage

register or counter circuit..

A slightly different ircuit design, known as a resistor-
.

lad4er network, allows e same d-a conversion
.
characteristics,

but may be formed wi y two values of, resistor (or one

value, if additional series circuitry isemployed),

Figure 5-illustrates-a resistor-ladder network.

V (INPUT)

V (OUTPUT)

Figure 5. DAC Formed by Resistor Ladder 'Network. 1,

k

1

4

This resistor ladder.could bp expanded easily by adding

additiofial switchesand resistors in a -similar fashion.

Switches representing intreasing binary values access a

voltage path of,increasing resistance: Combinations of*closed

switches:set up series and parallel cirvits that produce,ian

analog \i.epresentat -ion of the switches atthe voltage output:
,

_62
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This method of analog generation is sometimes called

weighted summation, because it progressively adds the resis-

tive values in order to vary the analog value produced at the

otirptit of the DAC.

A detailed investigation int o the characteristics of a

resistor-ladder network make up t he laboratory for this mod-
,

ule. ?

If the switches of the DAC in Figure 5 were controlled

by the output of a binary counter that generated the binary

equivalents of, decimal 0 through 9 and back to 0, a waveform

similar to the one in Figure 6 would result.

Fr

INPUT
VOLTAGE

0 VOLTS

1 SECOND

al

I

1

I

1 SECOND

a. DAC Output Waveform , b. Equivalent Analog Waveform

Figure. 6. Comparison of DAC and Pure Analog WavecT.!Is.

Figure E. also compares this DAC wavefOrin with an equiv-

alent' pure analog waveform: Notice the, similarities;

In this particular case, setting the binary .swifches to

the'lowest equivalent decimal value produced the highest volt-
.

age, while each increment upward in d6Cimal value resulted in

a corresponding decrease in voltage. The output of this

,Page 10/MH-04



circuit could be inverted so that the most positive voltages

represented the most positive decim eq ivalents, as in

Figure 1.

Although seemingly simp design resistor network

DACs require precision power supplies, transistors, and other

circuit components to,insure adequate accuracy for almost any

conversion requirement.

Voltage generators that produce voltage nputs to the

resistor-ladder network must be very precise due to the,load-
.

ing of the resistor network, and these generators ust re-

spond to logic level control (digital inputs).

Voltage generators sometimes use an analog reference

voltage'for comparison to insure precision. Some DACs,

called multiplying DACs, allow this analog reference to be

varied, altering the output of the device to the product pf

the, analog voltage times the digital input.

This gives multiplying DACs a variable range. Range is

specified for all DACs and pinpoints the minimum and maximum

analog voltage values capable of being produced by the device

Resistor networks that ZiTride voltages are one type of

DAC technique. Current may also be used to communicate analog

information, using a transistor network,

Although higher conversion speeds may be attained, the

voltage range of these devices is much lower than the voltage

level being applied to the DAC.

The analog inputs to an ADC must also be specified. For

both types of convertors, input and output ranges as well

as operating frequdnaies are important characteristics in

choosing the proper device for the application.

Today, large-scale integration techniques are reducing

the physical size of both DACs and ADCs, with some conversion

circuits being incorporated into the 4licroprocessors themselves.

124 .
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This integration is made possible by utilizing special

types of transistor circuits, called operational amplifiers,

that are well-suited for integrated circuit applications.

Operational amplifiers may be substituted for the resistor

networks that 124r-fa-rim d-a eanveT,sions.

Operational amplifiers, or op-amps, are made from linear

transistors, as opposed to the switching type transistors de-

scribed in module MH-02, "Semi-Conductor Logic Families;"

Two qualities of linear transistors make them VA-suite ed

for use in place of resistor networks. First, theyhave the

ability to generate a- varying (analog) output. Secondly,

this can be done in response to multiple inputs which inter-
.

relate in a summing manner, similar to the weighted summation

characteristic of a resistor network)DAC.

Since the output characteristics 'of an op-amp can'be ex-

pressed' in mathmatical terms that coincide with the polynomial'

expansion of a binary number,- they.can be used very-effec-

tively to perform d-a conversions.
6 .1

Capable of addition, the high gain characteristics Of op-

amps allow them to perform more elaborate functions, such as

a convertor from BCD code in digital form to analog decimal

form, by varying the gain characteristics of the devices used

to compose the circuit.

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION

All ofthe techniques for a-d conversion are basically

trial and error approaches, where the unknown analog quantity

is compared to a trial (or reference) quantity --which is

then altered based on whether the unknown value Was judged to

be higher or lower than the reference.

Page 13/MH-04
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Therefore, the key component in ADC circuitry is a.devicb

called an analog comparator. The .gic symbol for this device

is pictured in Figure 7 below.

ce is logic 0. If circuit design calls for reversed logic

The function of this device is to compare two input volt:

I ag , here represented by A and B. If A > B, then the output

device

f the device is logic 1. If B > A, then the output of the

values to indicatg.a desired condition, the leads may be re-
,

vers'ed. Thus, output is also reversed. '

The actual circuitry that comprises an analog comparator

is composed of resistors and bipolar transistors. Figure 8

1

i-s- a schematic for a typicalbiOolar analog comparator.

-When voltage A is greater than voltage B, the current

1

through R1 is greater than that through R2. In this case,

the emitter of the trigger transistor T3 will be more positive

I

than its base, and no current will flow through T3. As a re-

sult, current will not flow through Ty as well. Therefotre,
,

the output from the circuit will' be logic 0.

IWhen voltage B is greater than. voltage A, the,current

through R2 is greater than the current-through RI, turning on

T3, which in turn .allows current to pass through R. The out-

'put of the circuit is logic 1.

i

.

.

,. I

126.
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A

ANALOG
INPUT

B
0

LOGI
0 OR

C
1

OUTPUT

Figure 7. Logic Symbol for an
Analog Comparator.
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+ VOLTAGE

RESOLUTION

Figure 8. .Analog Comparator Comprised
of Bipolar Transistors.

OUTPUT

Figure 9.graphs an analog waveform through 12 time di-

visions as the signal varies from 0 to. 8 volts. This repre.-

sents a resolution of one volt per count. If each voft repre-

sents a binary number, an increase of 1 volt increases the

binary count by one. A decrease of one volt decreases the,

binary count by one.

The values listed for each count (T) could be the result

of an ADC. Notice that even though the analog voltage varied

trow 6.25 volts at T6 down to 4.9 volts between- T8 and T9,

the readings for T7 through T9 did not change.,

This illustrates the concept of resolution as it relates

to accuracy. Since at time T6, the binary result could have

been eithRr 0110, or 0111, the accuracy of this ADC is limited

Page J.4/MH-04
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T T

1 z T3 T4 TT6 T7 Tel T0 T10
T11

T12

Ti 0001

T2 0010

T3 0100

T4 0101

T5 0110

T6 ` 0110

T7 0101

Ts 0101

T9 0101

.T10
: -

0111

T11 0011

T12 0110

A'
--.........,

(

.
Figure 9.

ADC Output Illustrating
the Concept'of
Resolution.
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to +/ ,1/2 the leas significant-bit. This 'accuracy rating

is known as quant ing error, and,is one element affecting

the precision of 4n ADC.

If a straight line were drawn between the minimum and

maximum_ input levels of a_r_camex ter and _then the_maximum
NJ

possible deviation from that straight line were plotted, the

resulting graph would represent the linearity of the converter.

Linearity may be expressed as a fraction of the voltage

equivalent to the least significant bit. In the case of

Figure 9, the linearity of the converter would be +17 1/2-

volt.

the greater the speed of the coniterter, ,the greater the

quanty of samples that may be taken of an unknown voltage

in a given time period. Therefore, a greater resolution'can

be acheived.

There are three basic types of a-a conversion techniques:

successive approximation, simultaneous conversion, and counter

comparator. Each of these techniques varies in the rate at

which data can be converted.

COUNTER-COMPARATOR

The 'simplest method of a-d conversion uses a AC (such

as a resistor- ladder network), an analog comparat r, and a

binary counter.

Figure'10 diagrams a 4-bit counter-comparato ADC in its

simplest form.

Initially, the counter is reset to 0 and beg ns counting

UP, As each new count is input from the counter to the DAC,

an increasingly higher voltage is compared with the unknown

analog value.

Page 16/MH-04
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A

DAC

4

DAC-GENERATED
ANALOG IN

UNKNOWN INPUT
ANALOG VALUE

RESET DATA OUT
COUNTER (SER1AU

___>
DATA OUT
(PARALLEL)COUNTER

ANALO
COMP.

INCREMENT
COUNTER

TOR

Figure 10. Block Diagram of
Counter-Comparator ADC.

1

When the output of the analog comparator signals that

the output voltage of the DAC has exceeded that of the un-

known analog value, the value in the counter can be read out

as the approximate equivalent to the unknown analog voltage.

This data may be read out in a parallel or serial fashion,

The counter-comparator method is slow because it begins.

at the minimum possible vadue for any unknown and increments

in single units until an equivalent alue is found.

An improvement on the simple c nter-comparator takes

advantage of a three-way comparator and an UP-DOWN counter.

This system, diagramed in Figure 11, can stare at an estimated

middle ground for the unknown value aid be.guided toward the

correct conversion by0(ontinually'responding to a HIGH/LOW

condition. If the estimated middle-value starting point is

close to or above the actual middle value of the unknown

quantity, the speed of the conversion can be doubled or more.

130
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5

LP

'''.7(

6 qa

OAC7

`RESET
COUNTER

UP-DOWN
COUNTER

B
(UP)

DAC-GENERATED A_?

ANALOG INPUT (DOWN)

UNKNOWN
ANALOG
INPUT

>

A
3-WAY
ANALOG .

COMPARATOR

Figure 11. Block Dkagi-am of an'improved
Counter- Comparator ADC Using a 5-Way

Analog Comparator and an UP/DOWN Counter..

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION

The successive, approximation' method of a-d conversion

takes advantage of the fact It hat each bit, from the most sig-
.,

nificant to the'least significant, successively halves the

0 44

voltage output of a DAC.

For example; in a 4-Sit DAC, the maximum outpUt analog

voltage value would be 15 volts if each count represents 1

volt. -If th'e MSB is 1, the output of the DAC is 8 volts, or

approximately half its total p-ossidke output. Table 1 shows

approximate values and their rerationshipS as each successive

iDit'rePresent(ara)(logic one.

In this method, the DC circuit halves the total poten-
*

ial variance left in the unknown analog quantity with each

Page 18/H-04
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TABLE 1, APPROXIMATE VALUE OF BITS.
r-410

it Progress=ion
, .

'
Voilt'age

Output
''

\ Approximate
'Fraction of
Total Output

-1000 8 volts '. 1/2

0100 4 volts's% , 1/4'

0010* 2 volts . 1/3
.

, 0001.- ", 1.volv 1/16

count. This me'ans(that each count produces.a progressively

closer approximation 'to the analog value being converte

Once again, atrial and error conversion-method has. been

used against-a controlled,reference value. However, with

orthis me'hod, speed is. attained by moving UP or DOWN by half,

the re aining difference = as oppbsed,to moving UP'or DOWN

inCr entally toward the unknown value as in the improved

cou r-comparator system. 4

A 7 4.

IMULTANEOUS CONVERSION

Simultaneous conVersion Tequires a separate -analog com-

parator for each count in the digital output. -In,other words,

a 4-bit ADC can repres(ent 16 different counts (0-15) and would

require1.5 separate analogcomparators. (A comparator is not

required for the 0,count.)

When an unknown analog voltage is'applied,/every compa-

rator with'aireference voltage input BELOW the unknown value

,132.
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will produce a binary 1 at its output, while those with ref-

erence voltate inputs HIGHER than the' unknown will produce a

,binary 0.

The reference input to each comparator flows through a

resistor network similar o those used in DACs.in order to

weight the reference voltage to properly correspond with the

count position ofeach comparator.

t

-In thismanner, an a-d conversion can take place during

. a single Clock period, but: the large'number of circuit com-

ponents required forthis method of conversion make it too
. .

expensive for most applications. -

'Although the simukaneouslADC is the fastest of the-three 1
methods, the successive approximation method is the more pop-

ular because it is less expensive, but maintains speed and Imaintains
. ,

accuracy.
.

.
-;

- I

.
...

. '

. L.'

MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED CONVERSIONS
1

By taking advantage of software techniques and using the.
.

microprocessor itself for control of the conversion process,

the atount of external circuitry and.connectionS can be re-

dueed.
1

( This is especially the can when multiple analog inputs

to the microcomputer require conversion,at the same time.

A The simplified block diagram in Figure 12 shows hothe

computer can control inputs Land thus the output) of a DAC
A

'in order to perform a parallel comparison pf four different

unknown analog inputs.

The microcomputer can also 'use various software schemes

to generate trial voltages, such as the,counting techniques

or successive approximation techniques discussed.

Page ,
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. Hdwever, the use of one DAC to provide trial voltages

Tor multiple channelg which are then compared by the micro-
. computer Taves'time and reduces the number of circuits re-

quired.

't

a.

Bus

< ->

.< >
< >

Figure 12. Simplified lock Diagram
for Computer- Assisted Conversion.

,4"
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EXEkC1SE$

1. What digital bandwidth would be required to count from:

1 to 3 and back to 1 a total of 5 times in one second?

2 The output ofthe analog comparator below i9e1 if A > B,

0 iftB -> A, 'What would the output be under the following

input conditions?

A- B Output

+5

-3

0

+6' +5

("\
. -

0

-1

-2 -1
to

3. .''If the output rangie 3-bit, multiplying DAC equaled

'pne volt per count, wl t would the output range be if

the reference voltage were doubled?
- .

4. If the analog comparator used in Exercise 2 were driving

an UP/DOWN counter in a counter-compasrator ADC, what

'would the &ign .to the coulter be, count UP or count

DQ"? os,

Count UP or DOWN

+12 +11

-2

-1 0

,
0 -2

7.2 ., +2

5. If one count equals one volt"and there are 8 inputs to

the DAC (a one-byte input), what would'the range-of the

DAC- need to be to take advantage-ofall possible input

'comblnations?
,
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6. If the ciftrdbelow represents the disk of'a shaft en-

coder, and dark areas are conductors, how would the disk

look in order to represe t binary equivalents of the -)

following decimal number in the positions indicated?

1.

2

.3..

4.

6.

7.

8.

\

8

2

5

7

3

1

4

6

,

ti

LABORATORY MATE IALS

10 1-k S2 resistors.

3 2-k S2 resistors.

ATOM.

Power supply generating +5 volt -s'@ 100 mIL

f1

LABORATORY PR EDURES
se.

The resistor-ladd r network of,g'igure 5 is shown (on next
,

page) with 1-k and 24 Q.resisto:; used as values.e(
Construct this .c cuit and apply ppwer at +5 volts, 10 -0 f

/ iA. Use points A and.B as test points for a VOM, and record
i., - .

i the'readingi\fora.current, voltage, and resistance as each
i

z

I - Page24/MH-.04 . .
?
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switch is closed. (Represent digital input.) Use the 25 mA

scale f.Or current readings, and the.10 DCV scale for voltage.

1 ka ik0 1)(0

5 a 100mA

MH-04 /Page 25



DATA TABLES

DATA TABLa 1. RECORD LAB RESULTS HERE.

Switch Positions Voltage Current Resistance

,..) 1. 0000

2. 0001 k
3. 0010

4. 0011

5. 0100

6. 0101 .

7. 0110

8. 0111

9. 1000
4

10. 1001

11. 1010

12. 1011

13_....,/100

14. 1101

--1-5,.. 1111. ,-
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1. *Why is higher resolution desirable in

verters?

TEST

or a-d con-

4

2. What distinguishes a resistorladder netw fk from pther

resistor networks that accomplish'd-a conversion?

3. How.does an op-amp transistor differ from a switching

transistor?

I-

4. What device is common to all ADCs and whaelis its

function?

5. Define quantizing error. How is it different from

linearity?

.14 0

4
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6. Descfibe the two types of counter comparator ADCs in-

troduced in the module. Which is superiolr?

7. How does the successive approximation method-of a-d

conversion generate reference voltages?

8. What is the main disadvantage of simultaneous DCs?

rt
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INTRODUCTION

The various components of a computer must communicate

with each other.in order to perform a given task. Increas-

ingly, applications require that, the input/output components

6r even.mass storage or memory devices, be separated from

the CPU by some distance. Examples of these applicati,on'in-

clude bank terminals that are connected to a central computer,

telephone system's, instruments on Mars that transmit data to

Earth, and implanted sensors within living organisms that com-'

municate with laboratory monitor units. Special attention

must be paid to the communication of data between various

components.

The current trend toward distributed data, processing

also requires data communication. A local microcomputer may

have all the necessary components on-site to input, process,

and output data by connecting subsystems together in a net-

work of intelligent terminals. Each local system may also

have access to vast resources of additional data. Within a'

large building complex, for example, a'microcomputer might

have a dedicated function of controlling lighting, heating,

and cooling in an energyefficient manner. Periodically,

this microcomputer subsystem might send routine data it has.

gathered during the controlling function to a central com-

puter. The central computer then prepares financial reports

and analyses for building management. ,

In this module, the student will be introduced to com-

munications devices, techniques and data formats, as well as

the jargon used when discUssing data communication.

143
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PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Modules MH-01 through

MH-04 of Microcomputer Hardware.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Define basic communication concepts such as medium,

message, noise, channel, time-division multiplexing,

and frequencyrdivision multiplexing.

2. Distinguish between synchronous and asynchrono& trans-

mission.

3. Distinguish between baud and bits=per-second rates to

describe channel capacity.

4. Define the following terms

a. Protocol.

b. Modulation.

c. Demodulation.

d. Bandwidth.'

e. Signal-to-noise ratio.

f. Attenuation.,

g. Ampl:tude modulation.

h. yrequencymodulation

i. Pulse moddlalion.

j. Pulse-amplitude modulation.

k. Pulse-width or pulse-duration modulation.

1. Pulse-positionmodulation.

m. Pulst-,code modul4tion.

n; Nyquist

-o. Modem.

Page2/MH-OS r-



SUBJECT MATTER

DATA COMMUNICATION

The primary function of a data, ommunication system is

to t7iiilisferinformation from one point to another by means

of signals' carried over a medium.

The medium (plural form is media) might be a wire over

which electrical signals transmit information. Other media ,

include radio waves and light waves that are guided by fiber-

optic cable.

Students should notice that the term "medium" is used

to describe both physical carriers, like wire, and electro-

magnetic phenomenon, like radip and light waves. Light can

act as a medium through. space with no guiding apparatus. For

example', ships at sea can communicate by flashing lights n

code. Light waves may also be guided through fiber optic

cable in which case, bot 'the cable and the light become a

medium over which informations communicated.

A distinction must be made between the medium and the
A

intelligence signal that communicates the information (or

message) that was intended. A 'signal does not always commu=

'nicate information. Therefore, the term "signal' is not

equivalent to the term."mes"sage."

Intelligent signals usually communicate-a message,in an

ardefly pattern or cod-. The signals are changes in the com-

munication medium, usu llY either in the ...

a. ;otrength, intensit , or amplitude of the signal;'

b. by the frequency of he signal (its rate of variance

through time) ; 'or,

by' the phase of the signal (normally, a comparison be-

tWeen the variations in two signals).

MH-66/Page 3
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Since changes in the communication medium may be caused'

by random, unwanted sources like''Atmospheric conditions or

impurities in the transmission medium signal interruption

may interfere with message clarity. Random or unwanted sig-

nals are called noise.

The process of encoding a message onto a medium is called

modulation. The process of decoding the message is called
---

demodulation. '

CHANNELS AND BANDWIDTHS

The rate at which a medium can change open determines

theofolume of information it can communicate) This is why,

for example, higher' frequencies (faster, rates of change) are

requed for television than for AM radio. This is because-

%
the' television signal, ,is more complex and is easier-to-commu-

v
nicate 9v,er a higher frequency. A typical AM radio signal

Varies 1D,000 times a second, while a typical television sig-
..

nals varies .6,009c00etimes a S ond a rate 600 times

greater.

The terms "ChannW 'and "bandwidth" are used to' define a

specific portion of an formation - bearing, medium.

or example, fre encies between 54,000,000 and

60,00,000 cyclesjer second define television champl 2 in

the electromagnetic Sp The two frequencies identify

the exact positiop'of't e cannel in the medium (the electro-
,

mainetic'spectrum). TIe differ weep the two frequen-

cies is the bandwidth of the channel:

-

Bandwidth indicates the,volume of information that can
1 a

be carried within the channel. Most channels are designed to,

Page 4/MH-05-
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'be filled by the volume (width) of the signal a channel is

designated to carry .with a small amount of space on either

side .to help isolate information from neighboring channels.

For example, a television signal requires a 6 megahertz

bandwidth to communicate the entire signal:. This allows 4.5

megahertz for the video portion, SO kilohertz fo the audio

portion, and a small Space on either side for isolation.

("Hertz" is the international term meaning cycles per second.)

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) governs

use of the electromagrietic spectrum in the nited States

an effOrt to ensure that the needs of all interested par

are, served..

. Increasing:detands for infOrmation (dita) transmission

in.the United States'have laced heavy /'expectations on this

governing body. The FCC has the responsgAi).ty of keeping

pace with rapidly-occurring technological developments_

TechniCally, the electromagnetic spectrum is infinite in
.---

both directions. Allocation of frequencies within the capa-

bilities of current technblogy is very important, due; to high .

4
demand for the airwaves.

result in more efficient
. .

stantly being developed.

presilons which reduces

the

in

ies

For this reason, techniques that

use of available bandwidths are con- -

These techniques include data com-

the volume of signals required to

communicate a.message and multiplexing, which enables more

than one message to be communicated imurtaneously on,,the

same channel.

Media (used for data.communacat on between microcomputers

and their pe..ripherals)cante any portion, of the electrgmag-

netic spectrum, which is diag.famed in Figure 1.
.

Bas'ically, the only difference between the 6b-cycle

alternating-current flowing thrOugh most homes. in the United
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_40.6
States and radio, fight, X-raysis the frequency at which

the signals vary. All are manifestations of the electromag-

netic spectrum; each segment of the total spectrum behaves

differently and has pealliar characteriStics. For this rea-

son, certain parts of the total'spectrum are.more suitable

for-particular communication requirements thA others.

For,example, must ofthe'spectrum has.a tendency to

travel through space, or radiate, as is the case with radio.

waves. Even household current generates a certain amount of

radiation that can cause -a hum (or interfeience) in a radid

receiver placed near a wire carrying electricity." This ex-

traneous noiie can interfere with effective communication.-
A narrow Segment of the electromagnetic spectrum is

visible as light. This segment ds not affected by unwanted'

radiation and its_rays will travel within the confines of a

channeling device, such as glass fiber. The peculiar charac-,

ter,istics of this portion of the spectrum are one reason why

fiber optics are. becoming popular as a method of communi-

ting data.

An example of the advantages of fiber optic cable can be

found in standard-telephone communication. Mans tiny wires,

each enclosed in a thin layer of insulation, are bound to-

gether in thick cables. Each wire carries a,portion of a

telephone conversation by electrical sign Nl.s.

However, because of the radiation effect (Mentioned ear-

lier) and the close proximity bf the wires, signals can become

shared resulting in crosstalk. Crosstalk can be heard as

faint conversation i.n the background, Lightning and static ,

electricity also contaminate the message' signal, resulting'.i

'

an audible crackling' noise.

a
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Light waves, however, are immune to thege effects and

can be sent through fiber optic cables in-close proximities..

Crosstalk and extraneous noise do not affect, light waves.

The concept of noise is iltportant to the field of com-

munication. .As shown in the previOustexaMple, the choice of

medium can help to diminish the effect of noise. Often, the

t

medium can be improved to shield or insulate it from the

causes of noise. The message itself.can help prevent un-

wanted noise because of the characteristics of the actual

signals and the encoding method.

One of the most important measurements of a communica-

tion medium is ts signal-tolndise ratio The higher this

ratio, :the less noise mill be present at the,end of the com-

munication link.

The signal-to-noise ratio, or S/N ratio, is the rela-

tionship of the magnitude of the desired signal cou3red to

the magnitude of the unwanted noiN signal. The standard

unit of measurement for S/N ratios is the decibel, abbrevi-

ated dB. .

Figure 2,diagrams basic components of_a_communication

system and indicates the points at which noise can contaminate

the sytem.

Signal drain of the transmission medium upon the relative

signal strength of the message is called attenuation. By

using different types of modulation techniques,or amplifiers,

the effects oaf attenuation can be minimized.

As mentioned in.the earlier module on analog/digital

conversion, ctigital.electronics have rapidly replaced analog
'

systems in,:the_ world of oomputing. ',This is rapidly .beComing

the ease in the world cf'communicat,ion also, although both

methods will cojitinue to bd used fOr some Mille.

Page 8/MH=05,
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z
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OR MODEM)

TRANSMITTER NOME RECEIVER

INFORMATION

DEMODULATOR

--91 INFORMATION

Figure 2. A Communication System Block Outline.

t . .

\
Hand-held digital microcomputer terminals have,recently

been introduced that communicate with a larger fixed computer

by means of portab e walkie-talkies. This exemplifies-digital

technology that is converted to analog AM or FM radio comMu-

nicat.i.on and then converted back to digital. These devices
4

might be useful to technicians involved in energy conserva-

tion. The technicians might use walkie-talkies as a means of

accessing and transmitting large,amounts of'data from outside

locations to a fixed computer.

AM and FM stand for amplitude modulation,and freqUency

modulation, two popular ways in which- data are transmitted

and received. As the name indicates, Al varies the ampli-

tude, or strength,, %f a signal to communicate information.

FM varies the frequency of a constant amplitude signal to

communicate.- These differences are diagramed in Figure 3.

Both methods are analog, or continuous wave, forms of

communication. When these methods are used for data trans-

mission.over long distances whether,asradio waves or

through coaxial cables the strength of thecsignal
0
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a. Amplitude
( Frequency Remain °natant)

Ail
I V VI V if

b. Frequency Modulation
(Ampligidi Remains Constant)

Figure 3. AM and FMModulation Techniques'.

deteriorates. Therefore, these signals must be amplified

at various intervals to maintain the message.

Unfortunately, any noise that has entered the system

will be amplified unless the signal is processed to improve

its S/N ratio. If the npise level becomes too high, the _

formation is loSt.

Various other methods can be used to modulate informa-

tion onto a medium.

For example, it can be mathemitically.proven that when

a continuous, analog waveis sampled at-a rate equal to twice

its highestfrequency component, the wave can bp reconstructed

at the receiving end of a transmission line by communicating

only the sample information.

This has led to-the development o milunication tech-
,

niClues that,'although still analog, represent an imprOVement

over continuous wave communication because they facilitate

inultipl6xing,and data compression.

0
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Figure, 4,diagrams_three methods of pulse modulation

(PM) and an equdvalent continuous wave (CW).

CONTINUOUS WAVE

PAM
PULSE - AMPUTUDFI MODULATION

PDM
PULSE- DURATION MODULATION

E1 PPM
PULSE- POSITION MODULATION

Figure 4. Diagram of Three Pulse
Modulation (PM) Techniques.

1.

In pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), the amplitude of
f4

the pulse represents the sample amplitude of the continuous

wave at a given time. .This information enables the receiving

devide to interpolate missing information to reconstruct the
4

entire signal. This is similar toplotting a curve by knowing

only a minimum amount of coordinates. However, the sampling

rate must be at the 'specified level to ensure the accuracy

of -the recreation. .0

By placing a different message in,,the holes between the

pulses, two messages may be-combined, or multiplexed, within

the same channel. This method is also known as frequency .

"division multiplexi.ng, or FDM. .
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There are two other methods of pulse modulation. One is

pulse-duration modblation (PDM), (also called pulse-width

modulation [PWM]),which varies the width (length in time) of

- the pulses to correspond to the continuous wave. The other

method is pulse-position.modulatiOn_(PPM), which varies the

<T
position in time of the pulse to communicate the information.

When multiple messages are communicated on the same

channel using these techniqueso the process is called time

division multiplexing.(TDM).

In all of the preceding methods of modulation, analog

techniques were used. The advent of digital communication

in the form of pulse-code modulation (PCB[) has resulted in

high rates of communication with' extremely IlighS/N ratios

The two terms used in data communication to indicate the

rate or speed of data transfer are "baud" and "bits-per-sec-

ond." A baud equals one-half of a.full cycle; thei-efore, the

baud rateequal8 two' times the bandwidth of the signal.' This

rate, also called the Nyquist rate, is hard to achieve be-

cause the equipment must accurately detect changes every half-
..

cycle. The precision equipment required to achieve the

,Nyquist rate is expensive.

In digital communication, the actual rate of transfer'is

normally defined in bits-per-second, or bps,. The information

to be communicated has been converted to binai-y code: Each

pulse represents one:binary condition, while the absence of,a

pulse indicates the other -binary condition. By 19'76, bps

rates of 16.4 billion bits-per-second had been achieved.

In pulse-code modulation, the equipment must only detect

the wesence or absence of,,pulses. Noise that enters the sys-

tem may deteriorate the level of the ON pulses, and add a

Small amount of signal where there should be none (in the OFF

Page 12 /MH -OS
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segments). However, it.is difficult to degrade the integrity

of a PCM -signal to theextent thatnoise affects the intended

recognition. Thus, the PCM S/N ratio is very, high.

In addition, each of the amplifying stations along the

route of long-distance PCM lines generates a new perfect sig-
..

nal, restoring the level of ON' pulses and eliminating signal

from the OFF segments: The result is very effective long:-

distance communication through PGM techniques.

PCM is also adaptable to data compression and multiplex-

ing techniques.

As mentioned in earlier modules, data transmission may

be either serial or parallel, synchronous or asynchronous.

Most communication links are serial due to thehigh cost of

multiple lines required to conduct parallel. transmission.

Normally, parallel communication-is only cost-effective when

transmitting over short distances, such as connecting comput-

'ers within the same building.

Asynchronous formats may vary over an arbitrary tiMe

interval between siinals,. For example, in digital commu-

nica.tion, the code representing an ASKII character, might be

sent with special characters inserted before and aft;er the

character to represent the beginning and end'of the character.

The time that tight lapse before the next signal is transmit-

ted or received may vary in asynchronous communication.

Synchronous communication provides more efficient chan-

nel utilization. However, synchronous communication is more

adaptable for block-oriented applications where large amounts

of data are sent in blocks. Each group is identified by be-

ginning and ending data. In data networks, these groups are

of fixed-lengths and are called packets.

-
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The characters within these blocks are transmitted in

succession,.with no individual beginning or ending defini-

tions. Characters are transmitted at a specified rate that

is normally governed by a clock.

Any pause between characters causes receiving equipment

to lose synchronization for the remainder of the communica-

tion. -1 47

The, trend in worldwide data networks is toward synchro-

nous communication that uses a common, international clock

system that is based on a world time standard.

Data networks are rapidly being built to take advantage

of the merging fields of voice, image, data and message com-

munication a microcomputeys and digital electronics become

used in more and more communication applications.

Sate,Ilite transmission techniques have improved rapidly.

Advances such ag the space shuttle, which will enable more

economic satellite placement and maintenance, should help, in-

crease the importance of satellite transmission tech que.

Meanwhile, land-based systems founded on'fib r optic

links are rapidly replaci.ng cable and.microwave applications.

-1Teavily=mult,i4lexed net-works require standardized rules

of interchange, called network protocols, to identify the

nature and destimation.of specific information.

The term "simplex" has been used to identify a channel

in a data netwAlc that allows information transfei in only

one direction. (It has also been used to distinguish,a line

that has not been multiplexed.)

A half-duplex line allows communication in either direc-

tiOn but in only one way at a tit.e.
71

A full-duplex line allows simultaneous communication in

both directions.

4
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At either endof the line, a modem short for modula-

tor/demodulator might be required as an interface to the

,compUter.

As formats become standardized and microcomputers are

integrated into every level of communication, fewer modems

will be required as translaters...

Digital switching techniques have also improved channel

utilization by pinpointing and using every available position

within a transmission medium.

For example, in a normal phone conversation using-full-

duplex lines, the transmission portion of a person's equipment

is not being utilized when-he is listening, and vice versa.

.4 Large corporations can save money by allowing a digital

computer to control the utilization of its availabi-e commu-

nication channels and, therefore, do more with less.

This is only one example of many methods that will be'-

come increasingly commonplace as the era of digital communica-

tions arrives.
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EXERCISES

1. What ratio is measured in decibels? What is the

abbreviation lor decibel?

2. What do the following abbreviations represent?

a. FCC c. .PCM e. TDM g. PPM i. AM

b. PAM d. PDM f. :CW h. FM j. FDM

'3. Define the following terms:

a. Crosstalk.

b. Multiplexing.

c. Modulation.

d. Protocol..

(from Figure 1):

a. In what frequency ranges do most of today's-com--

munication transmitters and receivers operate?

b. The electromagnetic spectrum has be.9n divided

up into bands that are hertz wide.

5. At what points does noise generally enter a communica-

tion system?

6. A baud equals cycle.

The Nyquist rate equals the bandwidth.

8. What is the difference between bandwidth and channel ?'

LABORATORY MATERIALS -

'Microcomputer (Comthcdore

Power Supplies(+5, 12, +9, 9t 9-volt battery).

Casette tape recorder.

Osrilloscope.

Small strand of fiber optic cable!:

159
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The following transistors:,

1 2N2907 1 2N2647 or 4891

1_ FPT-100 photo transistor

The following integt.ated circuits(

1 MC1458 C 1 LM386.

The following resistors:

1 1.2 k ohm l' 5 k ohm

1 2.4 k ohm 1. 15 k ohm

1 3.2 k ohm 1\ 200 ohm

2. 10.0 k ohm .1.\ 1 k ohm

The following capacitors:

1 0.D47 pF 4 0.,1 pF

1 0.022 uF 1- .10:0 .1iF

1 8-ohm speaker

1 GaA (900 nm) LED

LAPPRATORY PROCEDURES

1 100 ohm

1. 100 k ohm

1 10 m ohm
6

1 220 pF

In this laboratory, the student builds a fiber optic

communication link, and uses the KIM -1 microprocessor to

generate data. These data are the checked with an oscil-

loscope.

Briefly, the advantages of ti er'optic.cable are the

fallowing:

1. Glass and plastic fibers are mailer and lighter than

their copper counterparts, ye have a higher bandwidth.

Eventually, the. price of ..fiber.optic cables will be

much less than the price of me al conductors. This is

because the basic raw material.Jor fiber optic cable

is sand. \

Page 18 f MH-03
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1/ 3. Fibe systems are impossible to jam, and the signals
11/

are very difficult to intercept. 4

4. Because of the non-electrical nature of light-frequency ,

communication, fiber optic systems are immune to elec-

tromagnetic interference. Fiber optic systems .can be,

used in environmentally dangerous situations, such as

explosives dumps or gas-filled,rooms, with no.danger of

electrical spark. They are also useful in high=energy-

producing areas, such as electric generating plants,

where electromagnetic interference is high.

S. Glass fiber.resch is continually drelopingfibers

with lower and lower attenuation. Attenuation in glass

. fibers is nOwwel4 below'l dB/kilometer, making possible

long-distance links with feVer repeaters.

6. Glass fibers are stonger than steel wire of the same

diameter. 4

These are some of the reasons why fiber optic systems are

now replacing wire and microwave Pinks.

Most communications Jinn require graded-index fibers,

which have light transmission characteriltics that enable

high data rate. However, for the small transmission distance

required for this lab, any grade of fiber optic .cable should

work

Some,of the current manufaCturers or suppliers Of fiber
."

optic cab include Edmund Scientific, ITT, Corning, Valtec
A'

Siecor, DuPont, and Quartz. -

Fibers may be cut with,a knife or-razor blade. If pos-

sibleexamine the cut with a SO-power, phono-stylus'

sco e (or 'a printer's eyepiece) to make sure the cut has no

burr nick's to diffuse light flow. Lengths of one or two

feet wi be sufficient for this laboratory.

161
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An easy way to. attach the fiber to the LED is y heating,

an awl and melting a. small-hole; (about the samViameter as

the fiber), through the epoxy protection directly Over the LED

chip.. Be sure to test the chip after producing the hole to'

ensure a bright Light source. The fiber may be secured in

the epoxy with Eastman 910 Adhesive, or an equivalent.
. .

When-attaching thefiber to the ototransistor, make

sure that the transistor is shielded fr m any spurious light.

The schematic diagram for the transmitter and receiver

circuits is sholin in Figure 5.

The 0.1 'IF capacitor across the power supply-pins of the

op amp in the receiver helps prevent violent oscillations..
. ,

Never use an.earphone to test the output of an,untested re-

ceiver, as the sound pressure level might exceed one's pain

threshold.

This transmitter communicates by PFM, or pulse, fre-

quency modulation. All bursts o£ light that indicate in=

formation should have the same amplitude. Thisallo;vs a

threshold circuit in the receiver to blockelower amplitude

noise.

sera eorif upriuml:de:la'at:dthetlls:mter:nrsencilUtetn:ry.se:disgn:17:sp:41nited.'t:

the 4 ansmitter caused pi-oportidnal changes in fiequency to

111

communicate information.

changing R4 adjusts the comparator; R2, the gain; and

R5 and C2, the one response. A

"*"

Use the sound synthesizer program from the laboratory

from Module MO-01, "cemputer Codes," to generate signals at

ports listed in the Data Table, and then Alter the addregses

as described to generate different op codes. Describe your

results iA the Data Table.

Pag'e 20/MH-05 16?
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C1
.0471,F

INPUTI

_TRANSMITTER

R8
1.2K

4.

02
2N2847

OR
2N4891

LED\\
(b)

FIBER OPTIC CABLE

R2
t 9V 100 0
-4.-11--1

C1
100K .1pF

R3
10M -t- 9V

. r _

. / . .

0

,

(I

a

a

NOTE: CONNECT ()DIRECTLY
ACROSS INS 4 AND 8 TO
SUPPRE ,S- OSCILLATION.
KEEP L ADS A8 SHORT
AS PO SIBLE.

\
(c)

4
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01
FPT-100

OR SIMILAR
R5
1K C3

11,F

t

V
C4

101,F

C5
2201,F

..----...

RECEIVER

(d)

XX OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES
--- .

Figure S. PPM Fiber Optic Transmitter/Receiver System.
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Use the oscilloscope to look at ...

a. the signal being generated by KIM.

b. the pulse signal to the LEp,

c. the output frowthe phototransfstor.

d. the output to the speaker..

Use the following ranges on the osc- illoscope at each

point

a.

b.,

c.

d.

'gage 22/MH-05
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE

.

PA line A. , B.
.

Cs t 2. D.

.

.

1
r n . ,

,

3

,

4

,

5 .
..

.

. ,

.

7
,

.

Address
.

A. B.

\-

C.
.

D.

0000

,

0001

,

0002
.

0003
, 4

0004

.
0005

,
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TEST

1. What inherent characteristics enahle digital communica=

tioli\to have a lower signal-to-nois.e ratio than analog

communication?

O
.

Why is iAmportant to utilize communication channels

efficiently? Name and explain two methods.of doing

SO.

3. Why is attenuation undesirable?

,

16S
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4. Identify thy. modulation techniques below as
i
being analog-

or digital, and explain why.

,a Pulse-Amplitude Modulation

, b. Pulse-Duration Modulation
4

c. Pulse Position Modulation

.d. Amplitude, Modulation

e. Frequency Modulation

f. Pulse-Code Modulation

(
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5. Why is serial transmission used more frequently than

parallel transmission?

6. Define the terms "simples," "half-duplex," and

"full-duplex."

4

170
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...

7. What does modem represent and'what is, its purpose

in a communication system? .

11

8. What is the difference between a medium and amessage?
.. t
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INTRODUCTION

The bus is the "spinal cord" of a computer. It provides

the main line of communication between intelligence in the,

system (the CPU) and all ether parts of the computer.

The characteristics 'of each microcomputer's bus config-_

uration are important. These characteristics determine the

ease with'which a'system can be expanded to include more mem-

ory, pheripherals, and accessories now available from many

different manufacturers.-,

In this module, the itudent will take a closer look at

the bus system to see what signals travel on it and how indi-

vidual components are connected to it, both logically and

electrically.

O

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Modules MH-01 through

MH-OS of the course Microcomputer Hardware.

-4J OBJECTIVES

Upon completion'of this module, the student should be

able to

1. Define and illustrate the term "bus. "

2. Cite and describe the functions of the three major parts

of a computer bus.

3. Identify .the following terms:

a. Motherboard

b. Plug-compatible

173
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c. Bus drivers

d. LSI-11 bus

e. S-100 bus

f. Multibus

g. STD bus

O
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SUBJECT MATTER

CHARACTERISTtCS OF A BUS ,

The bus system of a microcomputer is the physical path

over wilic he electrical signals carrying information flow

between th_ various components of the computer.
414

It is important to know the characteristics of the bus

structu'ce for several reasons. One reason is that, when

purchasing a microcomputer or microcomputer-based system, the

specific configuration'of the bus system may play an impor-

tant role in the future expansion of the system..

Many manufacturers have adopted common busing system

configurations (such as the S-100 bus, which Will be discussed

later). As a result, there are many more readily available

and less expensive components_for microcomputers using these

busing systems than those that utilize other, less common sys-

tems. These modular, standJrdized design schemes for buses

used by most manufacturers ease the problems associated with k

interfacing computer peripherals* to a specific microprocessor

SIGNALS
1

When repairing or troubleshooting microcomputers it is

necessary to know the det ils of the internal 'communication

system of the computer.

The specific signals ommunicated within the *computer

fall into three main categories: address signals, data

nals, and cOntilih,signals. As a result, three separate

,

*Peripherals: Devices connected to a.computer to provide
communication (as input, and output) or auxiliary functions
(as additional storage)-.

MH-06/Page 3
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parallel "pipeline" systems exist within the microcomputer to

carry these signals back arld forth. it
f

Address Lines

Address linds'carry Ole signals that convey the loca%

tion of information in AM or ROM-memory, either internally

or as a-peripheral memory deVice. The information contained

within the memory at these locations is' required for process-

ing, or they give,direction to the computer. Most microcom-

puters have either 8 or 16 separate lines in the address bus.

Data Lines

Data lines which normally total 8 carry the instruc-

tions` and/or data-that canbe found 'at the ad esses which

have been selected by the signals on the addr ss bus. Depend-

ing on the structure of the microprocessorAwh ch controls

the flow of data on the data bus), these lines"can be bidi-

rectional and dedicated to a specific function, such as MEM\--

ORY-DATA-1N only, ,or I/O-DATA-OUT only.

Control Lines

The control lines include, the master clock line, which

coordinates the operations of the various components within

the microcomputer. ,They also include other dedicated control

lines for functions such as READ, WRITE, HALT, RESET, INTER-
,

RUPT REQUEST, and FLAGS.

Page 4/MH-06



MOTHERBOARD

Most microcomputers are built around a "motherboard."

A motherboard consists of a printed circuit board that has

many connectors for other printed circuit boards. These cir-

cuit boards also have a common busing scheme (including ide-d-

tical operating voltages) which might contain the ICs, capac-

itors, resistors, and so forth, for a real-time -clock, addi-

tional memory, speech recognition, peripheral control cir-

cuitry', or many other functions.

The KIM-1 single-board computer, although an expan:

sion motherboard is aailable for the KIM series.

The, term "plug - compatible" is commonly used to identify

boards that will function properly without modificatiOn when j

connected to sliecified sYstemS.

COMPARISON OF BUSING SYSTEMS

The S-100 bus, 'theifirst widely accepted busing' standard(

was originally developed by MITS., Inc. for the 8080 micropro-

cessor- based Altair computer. The name is.derived from the

fact that there a?e 100 pins in the connectors for S- 100 -com-

patible boards. Although other busing systems are gaining in

popularity, S-100-based systemS and accessories are widely

available.

Table 1 shows a comparison between the S-100 and three

other common bus systems; which willbe'discussed later.

O.
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I
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF POPULAR BUS SYSTEMS. .

,.......
.

Characteristics S-100 STD LSI-11'
it.

Multibus

Signal Distribution

Address

Data -

Control .

Interrupts

Gr ands

Power 'N

Spares

Features

#Voltaa,, es )

,.Regulation

Battery L° es

Bus Arbit aion

Dimensions .

Height, in

Width, in '

m

10

16

8+8,

38

'8

'2

4-
16

3,"

No

0
...

No
CO Ais,

.5.3

10 ,

56

16

8

21

1

4

6
..

.

0 .

-3

YeS ....

'0

No.

6.5

4.5

72
,-

18

18

1

8

9

18

7
3

Yes

2

No

0
.

8.5

5.2n

.i.

86

20

16

18

8

8

16

6

.

.

Yes

.(Aux)

Yes

I

, '6.75
.,
, '\,12

.

TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION

4

The..terms "enable" and "disagle" are helpful when analyz-

ing the way a bus system operate's. Maily times, the control

signals on the various control lines allow funciions to otcur

only when they are enabled by a voltage level going SIGH or
e fib_

LOW:,
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4

Inthe case of bridirectiofial lines in a data bus, the

control lines 111EAD" and "WRITE" Or example) indicate what

the.intendecrpurpose ig to be for the signals, present on

`those data lines. .
d

When the READ line is enabled, the signals on the data

bus-represent information going to the CPU from,a memory lo-

cation. If the same data were on the bus when'the WRITE line
4

,was enabled, :the signals would be,interpreted as intended for

storage into memory at the addres's currently being indicated

by the address bus. ,

The timing and synchronization-of these opyrations are :

critical.: Since it is not possible to be reading and writing

.data on the data bus at the same time, the READ and WRITE

functioAS normally share the same control line, with.one of

.the'functions operating under reverse- logic from the other..

Figurt lillustrates this principle. If the READ func-
.

tion is'enbled whVn.the control line is HIGH, the WRITE func-

tion is enabled when the control rine is LOW.

- --. .

75' VOLTS 'READ ENABLED

(
, . .

I

.
.4

.. 1

i a i
e a

o VOLTS . WRITE ENABLED

.-,- Figure 2! The Status *of One Control Line-Indicates
the DO-tination of Data on the Data Bus.t

_

;
The cycling 6f the master clock line generally functions

. ,

as a trgget that 'initiates the operations within a computer.

4........
e

41

. ti t N.

I ... .. .0.-. . t: - . r "
,....'1't- 1 .s
,._ ..

."--'.-. dirib
1-.. 4 ..:,. - :s c. .a .

1

,
:41,--, '

-..." '-

-4, .
4 1- 'a e

ti

r

r.

1.

J

4 110:

'a I

r
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Buffers and latches serve as holding tanks Zest data so

that data intended for the data bus as information going to

to the 'CPU is held until the completion of a WRITE cycle, .for

example. .

Another type of device, called i 3-state (or tri-state

transistor) is also used in databus structures. These de-

vices can operate at normal high/low logic levels, but can

also operate, in a high-impedance state that is interpreted

as NO DATA by any device trying to read data from the line

when it is in that state. This ability serves as an added

method of coordinating the delicate timing and synchroniza ion

of signals on cbmmon buses.

.40f course, individual lines could be run,for each nec
4W

essary function, eliminating the need for the common pathways

that serve as bussystems. However, each sqdare.micl-on of

space of an integrated circuit chip is valuable, and.each .

area devoted to bus circuits takes away pace for more\Wgtic

circuitry. . .

.

.Because of the small distances required for the signals

on an ON-chip bus to travel, the signals themselves do not

need to be vei-y powerful. In designing microcomputer systems,

engineers have kept mostjof the ICs that have tp communicate

with the CPU in close proximity to the microprocessor'cLp.

As a result, many of the signals,eminating from.the 40 pins

on'a microprocessor chip travel bacM, and forth between-imme.-

diately adjacent ICs and nowhere else.-
.*

Short distances keep signal. power requirements lower and

improve operational speed.- However; in some 'applications

especial;ly I /0,.. the strength of the sigt- on' the bus must
-

'be increased-by devices known as "bus drive

Rag VMH-
. .

ti
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Most general purpose microcomputers are equipped with

bus drivers powerful enough to successfully communicate with

as many dev.ices (receivers) as necessary in a normal° applica-

tion.

BUS INTERFACING

Prior to the purchase of peripheral .equipment.and an

attempt at interfacing, .one should always check the following

specificat -ions and considerations: .

The characteristics of the signals.

The timing relationships offthe-signals:

In addition, the physical means of interconnection, (bus
.

,izonnectors) hs well as the physical dimensions of the modular

units, must be compatible with .the system in question..

Bus Connectors
411r

Bus connectors Can'range from sohto 100 pins, containing'

not only the address, data, and control lines but also power

connections and piiis for future expansion.

Many systems hive helped.dtminish the adverse effects

of obsolesce9ce by allowing such "sp4re",,pins. For example,

a majority of microprocessors are based around an 9-1. ine data

bus. Busing systems which have the pins for a 16-line data 1,

bus make upgrading as easy as pulling an old'printed circuit
.

board and replacing it with the up.datect, version.
e , ,

I. .

..4

*4 4

- : .

.. IS t ' ,
:4t4;

4" * 4.4,

0
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Physical Dimensions'. -

._
-The physical dimensions of the board itself are defined

% -

in terms of 'the:height of.lhe:Card (or the,distance.between
./

the connector edge and the one op posite ii-)-and.the widthjor
.

the distance betWeen the two remaining edges) .e Almost_all.0

computer printed.circuit bArds have all the connectors on
.

1.- .

one edge. . .

7
'... . ,

Types.of Interfacing Bus Systems

9 4,

Digital Equipment Corporatipn, mAnufacturet of the

famous, PDP serieVof minicomputers, has chosen the LSI-11

bus system for its microcomputer line. The LSI-11 e volved
//.

from the company's-experiende with the ea.rlier,UNIBUS,-al-

though the two are not compatible. The LSI--11 bus is TTL

-compatible.

The MULTIBUS systbm was developed, by Intel-in. 973. It

is also TTL compatible. The-MULTIBU-syste0 is -unique -in
, ,..

that it Contains a.-60-pii auxiliary connector in addition to

its 86:pin 'standard connector. The aqxild'ary connector can

be usedforcustoMdesigns.and for automati testing.

The STD busAarveloped by the Pro -Log. ortipany, and the

S-100 mentioned..Mrlier are both designed primarily for 8 -bit

microprocessors (microprocessors that use 8-bit words). -For--

this.reasom, some experts feel that the MULTIBUS an& LSI-11
..

- - will become the dominant busing systems in the futuee. .

,, 0

Special interface cards are being developed that will

. allow microcomputer users to interconnect peripkeral card's
.

..

with unci:immon bus systems. Iz is likely that the most popular'
. . .

. . .

bus interface
,

card will be an S-100-to-MULTIBUS interface
.;- ..'t ' .9

-n,
a'.ge 10/MH-015
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because of the wide range of S-100-based cards in existence.

However, since the S-100 bus is slower, it will be the limit-

ing factor in the speed of such an interfaced system.

Documentation

0

-Documentation is-an important factor in interfacing bus

systems: In addition to complete timing diagrams, block dia-

grams indicating the number of lines per bus (whether or not

they are bidirectional) and the modular components they inter-

cohAeCt should be shown. Diagrams labeling all pins,should

tia be included.

In modern microcomputer systems, with many interconnected

periPheral!jhaving features such as VEC5ORED.INTERRUPTS and

MEMORY MAPPED I/O, the control of'a bus at a given time might

lie with the CPU, or it might lie with'ah external device.

iHowever,the student should be aware ofthe variations

in terminology in descriptions and aiagr*ams.

For example, Figure 2 below illustrates how the three

major bus systems within all microcomputers'are linked to-
,

0

;ether..

T.

CPU

DATA
STORAGE

ADDRESS SUS

PROGRAM
STORAGE

INPUT OUTPUT

TT TT TT TT
DMA

SUS

.31bIRECTIONAL bATA . BUS

4.

Figure 2. Relationship Between Three Major Buses
and the Components of a Microcomputer,

.(DMA indicates peripherals with Direct Memory Access.:,

% ,183
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Compare this figure with the system, diagram for the KIM

microprocessor in Figure 3. This.is typical of the way phe

internal parts of the CPU will be shown as individual function

blocks, along with buffers, latches, and so forth.

- .

'Page 12/MH-06
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1. CLOCK GENERATOR ISNOT INCLUDED ON MCS6501.

ADDRESSING CAPABILITY AND CONTROL OPTIONS'
VARY WITH NCH 0e THE MCS650X PRODUCTS:-

figure 3. MCS155i0X InterAa Architecture.
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EXERCISES

.-Using Figure 3 Of this module, answer the following

questions for practicein readingdiagrams.

1: How many address lines are shown OR the address bu.s?

They are labeled through

How 'many lines are shown in, the data bus?

They are labeled through

a. Which block appears to be the primary component of

the CPU? The

4. Whte -h of the following component blocks shown in the

diagram could also be part of the CPU?

a. Prograp Counter Low (PCL)

b. Program Counter High (PCH)

c. Accumulator (A)
ask.

'd. Arithemtic Logic Unit (ALU)

e. Stack point register

f. Index register.(Y and Z)

g: Interrupt logic

h. Process status register

i. Timing control

5. The reason the address bus is diVideclvinto section's is

because a:6v

a. There are two sets in case one fails; there will

be another agress bus ready. .

b. This computer uses an 8-bit word, and by-using

two words to serbct a memory address (Address Bus

Hi gh (ABHi and Address Bus LOW (ABL) = the computer

can use a much larger memory t han if it only had

41f one 8-bit kddress bus.

186
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

'Microcomputer (Commodore KIM-1) a

ASKII keyboard or supply board kit

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

Bus structures play an integral. role in the expansion

iof microcomputer systems,
a
s well as in the interfacing of

multiple microcomputers.

As mentioned,in the module, those systems having the

widest distribution (especially in the hobbyist market), such

as the S-100 bus, will have the broadest range of expansion

and interfacing data available.

any microcomputer magazines are available, featuiing

A wide variety of articles each month on h specific expansion/

interface techni%que.

Since the KIM-1 was one of the first single-board micro-
.,

computers available, many hobbyists and computer enthusiasts

took advantage of its low price and simple construction to

become more familiar with microcomputers.

(For example, articles by Don Lancaster and Jim Trageser

in the magazine Kilobaud sho1how to add air ASKII keyboard

and video display to the basic KIM-1.)

PROCEDURE

The addition of the ASKII keyboaFd is desirable. to im-

prove the ease with which human operators .!'communica'te" with

the microcomputer. Figure 1 illustrates how the interconnec-

tion is made'.

4
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I EXPANSION
/CONNECTOR

I

APPLICATION
CONNECTOR

PA7

PA6

P

P 4

PA3

PA2

PA 1

PAC:1

OND

7

ADD INVERTER IF 'NECESSARY

) KEYBOARDYBOARD

STROBE

5

6

4

1

b7

b6

b

b4..

13.3

b2

b r

COMA

KW-1 -.....j

Figure T. Diagram for the Addition Of
ASKII Keyboard to KIM. .:

t5y'

-12V

The keybord(Used.in-Figure 4 is a 7-bit Tarallel..output

keyboard based on tile ASKII code described in,n earlier mod-

ule.
.

Connections are made using ports PAO through PA6
.

on the .

_application connector.

,Notice that PA7 has been connected to ground. This

connection, called "tieing a line low," is reVred t6 pre-,

vent the KIM from interpreting the signal on this ;line as

cursor bit.

Thy particular keyboard used should haVe po.sitive, rather

than negative, true logic. The strobe output from the key

°

board should normally be in the HIGH STATE and PULSE LOW when

the keyboard is active in order to work properly,when-con-

nected to the IN (Interrupt RequeS1 Port) on the KIM exgan- .110

sion board. If it is not it can be inverted N'

(

188
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The only additional connections required are the gLer
circuits.

(Kits fo ASKII keyboards or supply boards can usually

be obtained for around $50.) .

An article in the Jlne 1077 KilObaud i lustrates the

addition of a RT

If the T T unit decribed in this arti le is used, the

strobe out. t frO,the keyboard in the diag am should be

connected o TVT...-6L pin 3, while the qapu pin 4 is con-

nected t the_ KIM IRQ,_ _

In addition, the trace connecting pin'9 of IC-4-to-

ground should be cut; andA jumper should be soldered between

pin 8 and output pin 4, and between pin 9 on the IC and input

pin 3.
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TEST

1. Name the three types of inte nal buses, in a'micror

4computer.

a.

b:

4 C.

The device that features 'multiple connectors for

',interfacing peripheral cards with common busing:

schemes is called.

3 These devices hold datuntil it is time fore the

to be placed on the data bus.,

a. Multiplexers

b. Buffets

c.. ,Drivers

a.. .7rf-state

4. , These devices amplify signals on the bus.

a. Tri,state,

Buffers

c." Microns

d,. Drivers

3

5. These devices' have a high=Impedance state which corres-

ponds to NO-data:

Multiplexors

b. Driver

c. ,Tr -state I

Micron's
4

o
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4 t

6. Check the following functions that were mentioned'

specifically in the module as being control functions:

a. READ
b., HALT- .

c. RESET

-d. CLOCK

e. MOVE -

f.' INTERRUPT REQUEST

g. FLAGS

h. °BUS

i. KEY

Il
Fill inn the blanks o± the following questiOnith the

.

letpers which correspond to the proper bus system. -0

a 5J100 b. LTIBUS cr LSI -1]. .01., ,STp
,

7he,system wit the most peripherals available.
-6-...,

today.

Developed by the Digital Equipment Corporaelon.

Two systems designed primarily for 8-bit -micfo:
g,'

A ,-
0

processors. _. /-

Developed by Aleair_fot the -8080 microprocessor.'

Has 16 lines for data bus,

Developed by Pro-Log, hasthe ,fewest_,:connectorg
t,',

pins., ,

,-,.

,. '1 ... .

.

)°

iill ptObabry be the,bus system itterface 1110,S
--4'

, . :

.--,1,4-- e"

,. widelfused-.
.,,

-r .

. _ Mo st-,expertS feel
tat,

. the
-
two dominint-bus

s s t eni .s of the fUturq,wilr be: \'and

0
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INTRODUCTION

This module, MH707, "Troubleshooting Microcotputer

Components," provides a starting point for trying to under-

stand what is wrong when a microcomqter does not/ work.,

'qv PREREQUISITES .

The student should have completed Modules MH-01 thrOugh-

MH-06 of the course, Microcomputer Hardware.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Identify microcomputer integrated circuits (ICs) and

determine their logic and function from manuals.

2. Locate the source of static hardware difficulties in

sfiall microcomputer systems.

3. 'Ident.ify the,functions of test equipment, such as logic

analyzers, as this eqUipment'is applied to the.sdynamic

testing of microcomputer equipment.

4. Identify the following terms:

a. Troubleshooting

b.. Self-diagnostics u.

c. Logic probe

d. Logic pulser

e. Current tracer

L. Logic clip

g. Logic analy;er

h. Logic comparator
Nk,

7

19 4
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i. Program tracing.

j Single-stepping

Page 2/Nig-
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SUBJECT { MATTER

In previous modules, the student has been exposed-to the

various components that make up a microcomputer System, as

well asto how these components'work together to achive spe-

cific/goals.

One of the primary benefits of this exposure will be"in

identifying and repairing-a'microcomputer malfunction.'

, In order to design and manufacture electronic devices,

humans live created complex machyery to expand their senses

into the world of very small and very fast electrical phe-

nomenon .

MicrOcomputers have become comprised of fewer and fewer

discrete components and more and more integrated circuitry.

This means that the exact nature of what is happening inside

$ :fa microcomputer has become increasingly invisible to the hu-

man observer. The useoof test instruments as translators of

these electrical events into abstractions thatare meaningful

to humans enablesdetailed analysis. This analysis. can pin-

point the causes of malfunctions. This process is called

troubleshooting.

The instruments used to analyze microcomputers are some -

times more complex than the microcomputer'itserfs However,

the use of'these instruments can greatly improve the speed

and effectiveness of microcomputer repair.

Troubleshooting is not the same as debugging. The term.

"troubleshooting" 'generally:assuilles. that the Microcomputer
.

has at o time worked properly, in terms of. both hardware

Debugging involves pi in.tEe

'he most-important aspect Of troubleshooting involves

dis ing hing between operating failures caused. by program-

,min errors (or software) and those problems caused by hard

ware failure.'
;

4

,
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Troubleshooting microprocessors and microcomput_ers will

'become easier as technology. moves further a14ay from discrete

components toward modular replacement'and self-diagnostics.

More and more microcomputer hardware i being designed

4th these self-dial nostic .features. Self-diagnostic features

include programs that perform internal circuit analysis that

aids in pinpointing(5oMputer malfunction. Some diagnostic

grams are so- sophisticated they call pinpoint a problem to

specific. integrated cilcuit chip on a'particular board.

Even today, the circuits contained withinflan integrated

circuit package are not accessible for-troubleshooting. If

the device fails to operate properly/4 it is simply replaced.

Replacement does, however, require a knowledge of IC pin des-

ignatio4s and internal /functions.

It is possible to enlist the microcomputer's help in

idelkifying a problem. This capability, coupled with the

trend- toward modular replacement, indicates that the student

wills probably need to do no more than isolate a specific mod'

ular component or.'IC board containing the source of the prob-
,

pro-

a

/ lem. The faulty component can then be replaced withrn iden-

tical component from an on.,site spares kit.

Most of today's microcomputer manufacturers offer spaes

kit capability. On contemporary equipment, board or component

_repairs can be made at regional centers; the part is then re-
.

turi*V.. to the job site to became the.new spare.

But for microcomputer equipMent.that does not have this

capability,,logieprobes, logic clips", oscilloscopes, 'and,

logic analyzers are necessary in ordeK, to do an effective job

of troubleshooting.

3-
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INTRODUCTION.TO TROUBLESHOOTING EQUIPMENT
A

/

Most of the equipment Used to troubleshoot microcomputers

is the same equipment that is used to repair or analyze any

digital electronic equipment.

Above all, the student should ead and be fam liar with

the instruction manuals,governing any test equipment) as

11 as manuals that deal with the microcomputer itself.

Most, of the voltages within a microcomputer are less

than-5 volts. However, the 1.15-volt line input to the main

power supply ow the 9,000-volt anode voltage for the cath-

ode-ray' tube\ (CRT) used In many computer teralinals carries

sufficient electricity to cause death If improperly handled.

One must use only shielded, high-voltage, television.

service -type probes when measuring voltages associated with

CRTs.

,One- must connect the ground of all est instruments to

the ground of the microcomputer being serviced. Use of an

isolation transformer is recommended if there is a chance

that the microcomputer ground Lis connected- to either side.of

the power -line or to any electrical potential above ground.

Ina defective microcomputer or any electri al device

for that matter high voltages nay appear in unex ected

(-

One must not forget to bleed charged capacitors, Care

-should be'taken that test leads are not placed where,ther can

short out Portions'of the-microcomputer circuitry. It is

best to connect test'leads ,to high voltage poirits witho t

:power ,to the microcomputer. One must, also .check the te t
, 0

leads for damaged.insulation that might cause shorts. Vest

leads should be disconnected as soon as the test has ben e

, complgted.

MH-0-/Page 5'
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When working with high voltages, it is always preferable

,to have someone nearby to assist in case of an a:ccident.

i

LOGIC PROBES' AND PULSERS

Logic probes detect and indicate logic levels. A typi-

cal logic probe will glow dimly when not in use, or when a

measured level is between the voltages required for a logic 1

and.a logic O. A logic probe will glow brighti to indicate

pgic,l. If the logic' probe does not glow, this indiCates

logic 0. When measuring pulsating inputs, the probg light

will flash at a slow rate for cycles up tv a specified level.

The probe light flashes at a fast rate for cycle rates above

the specified' level.

An open circuit ora high-impedance state found in three-
.

state devices will cause the probe light toremain dimly lit.

Probes are normally used in conjunction with logic puls-
.

ers, a similar hand-held device that injects controlled pulses

into digital circuitry. This enables the testing'of: logic

gates and other ICs independently of the computer.

Both devices may be powered from the microcomputer power

supply or from regulated d.c. poser supplies if the grounds

from the microcomputer and the separate power supply are con-

nelpd together.
fl

CURRENT TRACER .

Another hand-held probe, a current tracer, helps locate

shoVt'circUits by following the path of a 16w-impedance fault.

Pagg 6/MH-07
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The probe has an adjustable sensitivity that causes an

indicator lamp to light whenever :the probe detects the mag-

netic field generated by a pulsLing curren,

This probe may. also be used in conjunction.with the

logic ulser to excite the circuit:

LOC CLIPS AND COMPARATORS.

Logic clips are similar to multiple logic probes that

clip on to ICs anti continuously register the logic states of

the various pins.
, .

Lggic clips require no external power source, because-

they automatically draw power. from the power supply pin of

the IC under test.
.

Due to the increasing variance of IC-pin packages ,from

16 to 2'4 to,40 and higher logic clips must match the pin

confi&ration of the IC under test to be of use.
.

.Logic'comparators-are sigilar to logic clips1 but use a

reference IC that is own to be working properly to detect

and indicate any-varia ion between the reference levels and

those of the IC under test.

Once again, the pin configurations must match for the

device to be of value.

Similar devices are used to check entire circuit boards -

by comparing.a new or known-good board with the board under

suspicion.
.

.

.

.

SabS'titution of components is not advisable until a prob-

lem has been .definitely located. Random substitutionwill

cause inconsistent failure and might actually disguise the

required action necessary to cure the computer malfunction.

1

200
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QSCILI.:7COPES

An oscilloscope uses a cathode-ray tube displaytto pro-

vide a graphic representation of an electi,ical signal.

The sensitivity of an oscirioscope is adjustable not

only to:its voltage, resistance, or current characteristics,

but also to its frequency and its occurrence in time.

Many oscilloscopes offer a: multiple- trace capability to

compare more than one signal at a time. However, the require-

ments of comparing the 8 ax 16 simultaneousconditions present

on the buses of microcomputers are better accomplished by

logic analyzer.

. LOIC ANALYZERS

Modern logic analyzers offer many capabilities that

'speed up the analysis o how`a microcomputer is operating.

. Logic analyzers'use microcomputers coupled with dscil-

loscope-type circuitry to go-to a specified location within

q a program and indicate the conditions of the logic circuits,

buses, and so forth, at that point.
..

The multi,- trace capabilities of logic analyzers can fto-
.

4

ducs timing" displays siwilar.to those contained in most micro-

computer hardwareitanuals for easy comparison.

Tkese devices can also listfdata at specified regions is

tabular form, or map conditions using special display tech-
-,

, niques.

These analyzers can also be programmeatb execute test.

sequences that apply pulses to specified points -and then mea-
,

sure the results.

N
-Page 8/MH-67
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Many of the 1:Iewer logic analyzers offer ,complex and

uSeful routines to perform automatic; tailed analysis of

the microcomputer circuitry under test.

TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES

There are two important categories of information that

are useful in troubleshooting microcomputers. These are the

instruction set introduced in the course,' Microcomputer Open

ation, and the internal architecture of the microcomputer; as

'displayed in the block diagrams of the KIM-1, as shown in

Module MH-06 (as well as timing charts).

Knowledge of the instruction set is necessary in .order

to be able to,distinguish between hardware and software-
.

initiated problems., For example; it must be known'that,e at

the specific point within the computer program being examined,

any HIGH/LOW condition on any of the address' or data buses is

intentional and not a mistake.

By slowing down the Operationksof a microcomputer to the

point where it executes a single instruction-upon command,

these inte nal values can be meaitred and compared with a

program listing.

This method of 'slowing down the microcompuley operation_

is commonly known as single-Stepping; and Ls a form of static

testing. This is the opposite of dynamic testing methods,

'which will be discussed later.

The comparisoh of measured values with a program isting

is called proga-am tracing,, or simply, tracing. The, clock

pilses that trigger the operations can be introduced by the

'microcomputer 1)37 means of a single-step switch ox push-button;

.clock"p4Ses may-also be generated by a logic pulser.r

2 2-
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'Errbrs or differences in measured logic levels from a

program listing indicate hadware'problems, since in trouble-

shooting it is assumed that the bugs. have been worked Out of

the software.

Single-stepping to -a poinCwell into a long or compli-
,

cated program is tedious.

The use of logic analyzers has greatly improved the abi r:

ity of a, troubleshooter to identify malfunction's quickly-.

Thegoal of most troubleshooting, today is to narrow. the,

:potential causes'of'any malfunction:by-means of observing any

deviations from normal operating conditions.

This is the primary purpose of the diagnostic programs.

being included in today's microprocessors.

Once a 'specific area has been isolated-'a con - tainting the,.

cause of a malfujiction, an tncreasingly'impartant considera- .

tion in the subsequent,effort to correot any problem will be '

the °cost oZ replacing the .failed module.

Current trends indicaie that it wii became increasingly

lesAcost-efficient'to trouble$hoot individual components.

There are several reasons for this.. The machinery used
.

by the microcomputer manufacturer during development and test,

ing ,stage's enabled the manufaCturer to.invent'very Cost-effec-
.

tire 'systems for rapidly identifyihg and correcting problems

-that occur within &component.

once d'troubleshooter has isolated a problem to a spe-

cific IC (or temoiy board, or I/O boprd) replacement wili_be-

come the most PopUlar and inexpensive fore} of tkpair.

The technician should check the warranty requirements

for equipment Still under a warranty agreement,. Many manv-

,fAicpurers of microcoipputer equipment will not honor a warranty

agreement if the customer has attempted-to troubleshoot the'

board.

Page 40/MH-07
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However, other manufacturers welcome on. -site people who

can troubleshoot to the extent of replacing defective boards

from an on-site spares kit.

:USING A LOGIC ANALYZER

,

The test Method of troubleshooting a microcomputer uti-k
L

sizes a logic analyzer to monitor a program running at normal

operating speed. This is called dynamic testing.

.Not all logic analyzers manufactured today will have all

of the features mentioned here.' One should,constat the oper-

ating.manuL for specific features and operating instructions.

Most logic analyzeis will have a CRT-type display and a

keyboard. Various probes connect the read inputs of the ana-

lyzer.with the internal buses and clock lines of ,the micro:

computer under test.

A program trace can usually be instructed to begin and

end at a specified instruction and even follow selected

branches within the program.

The data requested to be monitored at each,program step

carn be formatted to be displayed in one of many specifici-

tians.

Some analyzers can be set to examine data when a speci-

fied number of clock pulses
.

have passed from a trigger point.

This feature is called digital delay.

Microcomputer, timing rates can be compared through count

measurement comparisons of the elapsed time, or through the

number of events during exqcution of a specified program.

?or example, investigations of this type can pinpoint

problemsby showing a consistent time interval between the

204
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execution of severad prdgram steps, followed by an abnormally

long time interval between other steps. This couldindicate

that some'malfun\ ction is occurring during the'time gap and

pinpoint that poit, for.further investigation.
,

Graphing Or m pping may be available on the logic ana-

lyzer as a means o monitoring program flow.

Most .logic analyzers have the ability to sample -all of

the_parallel lines of ajnis simultaneously at a variable
:%

sampling rate, and then generate a timing diagram that graph-
,

ically compares the lines. This facilitates the comparison

of timing 'relationships within an event to manual diagrams.

Figure 1 is typiLA4 of timing diagrams found in most

microcomputer hardware manuals. Theparticular diagram illu-

strated in Figure 1 shows the write handshake sequence for

the KIM-1 microcomputer.

Page 12/MH-07
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ENABLE

ADDRESS

_RAY_ 7

4-4

.

DATA BUS

A

ti

a

PERWHERAk
Si

DATA
SS

.

CB2
SS

I f

SS

CBI

6

1. Processor puts out address of peripheral device and
changes R/W signal to write enable (LOW).

2. During phase two, processor puts out data on Data Bus.

3. Data from the-processoor are accepted by the MCS62520 on
the falling edge of the enab'l'e clock.

4. Peripheral interface device now begins the handshake by
signaliitg the peripheral detrice that data are available

to read on the 'output port.

5. When the external peripheial device reads the data on
the output port, it will respond by a change in CB1.

6. .
This change in CB1 is followed by a positive transition
of CB2, signaling the processor that data were accepted.

Figure 1. .KID! -1 Write H4ndshake Sequence Timing Diagram.

206
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sEANDfING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

At the)Present time, most integrated circuits encountered

in microcomputer equipment are common and well-documented.

`If microcomputer equipment hardware manuals do not con-:

tarn enough detailed information on pin,designations,

nal circuitry, and so forth, this information is-- normally,

available in IC master guides. Master guides canbe purchased

from independent publishers or from IC kanufacturers.

Great care m4st be taken to protect-chips from randod or:

static charge, a these charges can cause short circuits

within the IC. This is especlly true when removing and
,

placing integrated circuits.

The IC tester program in the laboratory procedure

Module MH-03 is actually a diagnoStic for comparison of4ailed

.ICs to reference ,ICs for short- circuit detection. ,dp

The use of IC sockets in situations where ICs arefre-

'quently removed is advised.,

IC timing may fluctuate within variations in power supply

voltage. The effects of this variation can be deduced by

varying tht per supply vbltages UP,and DOWN while monitoring

the timing of IC.
trs,

Figure 1. (the system ;block diagram from Module MH-06)

and Figure2 (which follows) are typical of diagrams found

in microcomputer hardwAre,manuals.
I

Figure 2 is atypical illustration showing IC pin desig-

nations. ."A"'pins are the address,bus; "D" pins. are the data

bus. The MCS6503, MCS6504,'and MCS6505 microprocessors are

used in KIM microcomputers. tar lines over the pin labels

for the resetline (RES), nterrupt request line (IRW), and

the-non-maskable interrupt line (NMJ), indicate that the nor-

mal, logic level of these' control lines opposite that of

th6,others.
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RES C

vss C

IRQ C

NMI [

Vcc E

ABO E

ABI C

AI12 C

Ab3 C

AB4

A115

AB6 C

AB7 C

ABS E

208

1 28 0 2 (OUT) RESC 1 28 Q2 (OUT) RES
2 27 00 (IN) Vss C 2 27 00 (IN) VSS

3 26 toy IRQ C 3 26 R/W
to RDY

4 DBO VcC C 4 25 DBO Tiff
5 24 Dill I ABO C S 24 D131 Vice
6 23 DB2 ABI C 6 23 DB2 ABO

7 22 DB3 AB2 -22 DB3 ABI
8 21 DB4 AB3[ 8 21 DB4 ,e AB2

9 20 I DI35 AB4 C 9 20 DB5 AB3

10 19 111 DB6 ABS E 10 19 U DB6 AB4

I I 18 DB7 AB6 I I 18 DB7 ABS

12 17 ABII Al3Z 12 17 ABI2 AB6

13 16 AH10 ABS [ 13 16 ABII AB7

14 15 AB9 AB9 14 15 ABIO ABS

MCS6503

16\
/ 28

2 27

3 26

4 25

24

6 23

. 22

B 21

9 20

10 19

11 18

12 17

13 16

14. IS

MCS6SO4 MCS65

--* f .,

Figure 2. Diagram of IC 'Pin Designations.

0

0 2 (OUT)

o (IN)

R/W

DBO

0111

DB2

DB3

DB4

13135

DB6

13137

ABII

ABIO

A119_,
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EXERCISES

1. When using a logic probe to test TTL ICs, what should

the condition of the light on the probe be when mea-'

suring the following conditions?

Condition

a. +5 volts

b. -2 volts

c. High impedance

d. 1.1 volts

e. High clock spe d

f. No voltage

g. Slow clock speed

-) Light off, dim, bright,
flashing, slow, flashing fast

2. Which of the following program steps look

suspiCious? t 7

/
.

,.

Program step /Elapsed time Interval'
. I .

.

Step 4 +10], microseconds

Step 2' +205 microseconds
, .

Step 3' +613 microseconds

Step 4 1715 microseconds

Step, S +819 microseconds
.0-

Step 6 .+930 microseconds

Step 7 +149.0 ilicrOseconds.

Step 8 -+1600 microseconds

210
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

KIM-1 microcomputer_

Logic analyzer

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Use the sin e cycle timing diagram for the KIM-1 shown

.in Figure 3 or comparison with the timing display of

the logic analyzer as a static test.

2. Use the address/data listings in Table 1, perform some

of the dyinic tests available using the brand of logic

analyzer available. Make a comparison between the re-

sults of the test and results indicated in the listings.

24
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1,

01

02
J

OAT' SWIT(II
(NOIE

SIM:1E CYCI E SWITCH
(NOIE 3)

RUN'

.thIDIESS BUS

DA I A MIS

R/W

IN I ERDAL PROCESSOR STATES

10

1.1

12
7

1. indicates an undetermined time period during which the signal will change.

2. The data bus enters the high- impedance state during eachsphase one pulse. However,,

while the processor is stopped the data bus will appear to remain HIGH or LOW as-
.

shown.

3. Switch actuation is.indicated by a LOW signal.

Pigure 3. Diagram of KIM-1 Sihgle Cycle 'Timing.,

d
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DATA TABLE

4,

DATA TABLEi ADDRSS /DATA LrSTINa

Immediate Addressing (2 cycleS)
I

Tn Address Bus Data Bus R/h Comments .

TO:
W

PC OP CODE 1 Fetch OP CODE

T1 PC * 1 Data Fetch Data

TO PC .. 2 OP CODE 1 Next Instruction^
:ero Page Addressing (3 cycles)

Tn Address Bus Data Bus ' # R/W 'Comments.

TO PC OP CODE 1 Fetch OP CODE

Ti PC * 1 ADL 1 Fetch Effective Address'

7: 00, ADL Data 1 Fetch Data

TO PC* 2 OP CODE 1 Next Instruction

Absolute. Addressing r4 cycles)
, '04,

.Tn Addiess Bus Data Bus R/h Comments
...

TO PC OP CODE 1 Fetch OP CODE

T1 PC .. 1 ADL 1 . Fetch LOW order Effective
Address byte

.
,

.T2 PC .. 2 ADH 1 Fetch HUH order Effecti4
Address byte

T3 - ADH, 'ADL Data , , : 1
'-

Fetch Data

TO , PC * 3 OP LODE. I Next Instruction
. .

Indirect. X Addressing (6,cyclesr

Tn Address Bus Data Bus R/h Comments

TO PC OP CODE 1 F tch,.,DP CODE

Ti . PC ' 1 BAL 1 F ch Pap :ero Base ,

A dress

T2 Q0, BAL Da,ta 1
.-

-
IDivarded)

T3 .00, BAL -T. X ADL . '1 Fetch LOW order byte of
, Effective Address

.

T'S 00, BAL * ADIT
...

14 Fetch HIGH order byte' of,
X * 1

N
Effective Address

T5 ADH, ADL Data Fetch Data i

TQ Pe 2 OP CODE 1 Next Instruction
._

Page 20/MH-07 21 3
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Aft

-TEST

. <.
.
Select the appropriate response.

. -.. . -

1. Mfaltiple choice

/ The trend inmicrocomputer troubleshooting is toward
. i

a. imodular replac ent.

b. random substitution.

c. . self-diagnostics.
t
-

',I

d. All of -Ille above are correct.

e. Only a and care correct. r
2. Matching'

,,

. -.

. Logic analyzer a. Injects pulses
,

. Logic probe b. Uses reference IC

, . Logic comparator c. Contains micropiocessor

Logic pulses d. 16 simultaneous,readouts
...

(-- Logic clip , e. Off, , bright, fiashing----

Yr

3. ,True /,False

av .1<nowledge.pf software has nothings o do with

troubleshooting.

b. If, a microcomputer does not work, immediately re-
, ,

place all of,the boards with spares that .e on

hand.

g. As time goes by, it will become increasingly less'

cost-efficient to troubleshoot individual compo-
/-"nents.

d. ICs are immune to:s,tatic 'electricity.

4. Fill-In-the-Blank

a/ A curre/nt tracer helps to locate

circuits by folloiving the path of a low-impedance

fault,-

.

' .

'..

.

.
. .
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b. An
0

uses a cathode-Av
.

.tube display to.provide.a graphic representation

of an electric signal.

c. is a form af static

testing which slows down the operation of a micN:

computer.

d. Program follows the path

of `a program comparing measured values with a pro-

gra listing.
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